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Summary
In recent years, wireless technology has emerged as a promising alternative for industrial
communications because it can provide the flexibility needed for mobile robot settings.
Because of the recognizable advantages of the mobilities, reducing cabling, installation,
maintenance and reconfiguration costs and the danger of breaking cables in the harsh envi-
ronments, wireless communications have been promoted for industrial and factory automa-
tion (FA).
For the communication protocol, there are several communication techniques employed
in industrial wireless sensor network, such as Bluetooth, Zigbee. Recently, the IEEE 802.11
wireless local area network (WLAN) technique has also been attracted by the industrial
communication applications. However, due to the non-deterministic, i.e. non-scheduled,
and low speed of these techniques, they are not applicable for the industrial communication
in FA control systems.
For the time synchronization protocol of the industrial wireless communication in FA
control systems, the accuracy of time synchronization protocol is extremely critical to guar-
antee that the clocks of all stations in the wireless communication network are identical to
preserve the proper function of the communication protocol. If the clocks of these sta-
tions are not synchronized, the transmission errors may occur, then the operations of whole
control system could be unreliable. From the current synchronization techniques, such
as Network Time Protocol (NTP), Precision Time Protocol (PTP) and Global Positioning
System (GPS), we have found that the PTP technique can provide adequate accuracy with
low cost and non - line of sight requirement for the industrial wireless communication in
FA control systems. However, the accuracy of the conventional PTP technique still suers
from two eects, that are the clock drifts of crystal oscillators and the asymmetric delays
between downlink (DL) and uplink (UL) paths. Therefore, the accuracy of PTP can be
improved if these eects are considered. In addition, the conventional PTP synchroniza-
tion with four message exchanges makes it not applicable for the fast industrial WLAN
(iWLAN) communication system.
From the demands of fast, safe and reliable wireless communications for industrial FA
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control systems, in this thesis we have attempted to present our proposed iWLAN commu-
nication system to meet those demands. The thesis includes two main topics.
In the first topic, in order to enhance the throughput of the conventional communication
protocols meanwhile the deterministic communications are still guaranteed, we propose a
novel iWLAN media access control (MAC) communication protocol for FA control sys-
tem. The iWLAN communication system includes one Master (MS) and several Slaves
(SL). In this system, we define a control duration is a fix interval, in which MS should
communicate successfully to all SLs. The contributions of this topic include: (1) For
fast and safe communications, we propose a synchronous multi-user (MU) round-robin
transmission protocol. (2) To reduce the critical overhead caused by the conventional MU
- multiple inputs and multiple outputs (MIMO) downlink space division multiple access
(SDMA) transmission technique, we propose a low overhead packet division multiple ac-
cess (PDMA) transmission technique. The numerical and simulation results indicate that
our approaches increase speed of 100% and 300% throughput compared to the conven-
tional industrial point coordination function (iPCF) and SDMA approaches, respectively.
Besides, our approaches also provide lower system error rate (SER) than conventional ones.
In particular, the control duration per SL in our iWLAN communication is faster than 100
sec. Therefore, our proposed schemes can achieve fast and safe performance for FA com-
munication systems. In addition, in order to speed up the processing latency of MAC layer,
we propose and design the full-hardware based MAC communication protocol.
In addition to communication protocol, the performance of a wireless network also
much depends on the time synchronization protocol between nodes in the network. There-
fore in the second topic, we focus on the approaches to enhance the accuracy of the time
synchronization for the iWLAN system and make it applicable for the fast iWLAN com-
munication system. In order to enhance the accuracy of the PTP synchronization for our
iWLAN communication system, we propose an approach to remove the drift factor of fre-
quency of crystal oscillators on the MS and SL clocks without any additional message
exchanges added to the conventional PTP protocol. The simulation results show that the
our approach can improve the synchronization accuracy of 100 nanoseconds as compared
with the conventional PTP protocol. To make it applicable for the fast iWLAN system, we
propose the aggregated transmissions between iWLAN data and PTP messages to reduce
7
the transmission overheads. In addition, in order to increase the accuracy and reliability
of PTP protocol, we propose and design the full hardware timestampings with the proper
positions on MAC layer.
The topics on this thesis may be interested by the researchers on the wireless techniques
for industrial communications systems. It is very convenient if the readers are already fa-
miliar with the IEEE 802.11 WLAN transmission protocol and the PTP synchronization
protocol.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
From the 1970s, the automation control systems in the industrial factories, as shown in
Fig. 1.1, were gradually controlled by the computers through the industrial communication
networks. When the number of the controllers, such as personal computers (PCs), and the
controlled devices, such as programmable logic controllers (PLCs), sensors, actuators or
industrial robots (iRBs), in the automation control systems was increased, the distributed
computer control systems (DCCS) were widely employed. During 1980s, the wired local
area networks (LAN) were developed for the oce environments. Since the LAN tech-
nologies provided the high capacity and low cost communications, it was rapidly used for
industrial automation control systems. There are some dierent requirements for the com-
munication networks between oce environments and the industrial environments. In the
oce environments, the communication systems are not required the hard real-time and
reliability. Meanwhile in the industrial environments, the whole control system is failed
if the communication system does not satisfy the hard real-time and reliability. Besides,
industrial communication systems must take care the harsh environmental conditions, such
as explosive, aggressive chemicals, vibrations or electromagnetic noise.
When the control systems, which include several controllers and controlled devices,
are provided by dierent vendors, they are required to be standardized to provide the capa-
bility of compliant between dierent equipments from dierent vendors. There are several
9
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Figure 1.1: Industrial communication system
industrial wired communication standards used in the automation control systems, such as
CAN, PROFIBUS and PROFINET. Since these standards work in the wired environments,
the real-time and reliability are well achieved. The performances, which are provided by
the wired PROFINET communication, are shown in the first column of Table 1.1. The
control duration for one station or slave is 31.25 sec, the bit error rate (BER) is less than
10 12 and the time synchronization accuracy is better than 1 sec.
Recently, the wireless technologies have been attracted in the industrial fields because
of their obvious advantages such as mobilities, reducing cabling, installation, maintenance
and reconfiguration costs and the danger of breaking cables in the harsh environments.
Therefore, the wireless communication standards are also rapidly developed for industrial
control systems, such as Bluetooth, Zigbee and industrial Point Coordination Function
(iPCF) provided by PROFINET. The performances, which are provided by the wireless
PROFINET communication, are shown in the second column of Table 1.1. The control
duration for one station or slave is 1000 sec and the time synchronization accuracy is at
msec order.
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Due to the adverse properties of radio channels, the wireless industrial communication
signals cannot avoid the fading and the interferences with other signals transmitted on the
air. Therefore, in order to make the wireless industrial networks work properly, several
technical issues must be considered.
Real-time: In order to achieve the real-time control, the wireless transmissions must
be fast. Since the wireless transmitted signals are more sensitive with errors than the wired
transmitted signals due to the fading or the interferences, the time for retransmissions may
cause the fast requirement failed. Besides, since data is transmitted over air, the transmis-
sion delay and the processing latency are unpredictable. For those reasons, the determin-
istic transmissions, in term of frequencies, data rates, time allocations, are needed to be
addressed in the industrial wireless communication system to meet the real-time demand.
Reliability: Reliability on communications is essential for proper control operation
of an industrial process. The wrong received data, which is used to control the devices,
such as industrial robots, in the FA control systems, are extremely dangerous. They may
cause the whole control system collapse. The wrong data may come from received signal
strength drops or the interference. These factors are also taken into account for the indus-
trial wireless communication system.
Co-existence: Recently, in order to allow cost-eective remote monitoring and
maintaining the machines in the factory environments, there are not only the industrial
wireless devices, but also the oce wireless devices, such as PCs, laptops and mobile
phones in the factory environments. Therefore, the FA wireless communication systems
are required to co-exist with these oce wireless devices.
Synchronization: The timing synchronization between controllers and controlled
devices in the FA communication system is significantly critical to keep the functions of
the controlled device work properly. The timings between controllers and controlled de-
vices need to be synchronized to oer the same carrier frequency and precisely aligned
carrier phases. If the synchronization is failed, the communication will be dropped, then
the whole control system is collapsed.
From the aforementioned key issues, we can see that the MAC protocol is a key func-
tionality for wireless industrial communication systems to achieve the hard real-time and
reliable communications, since it directly controls the transmission timing of packets. In
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Table 1.1: Research objectives
Parameters
PROFINET
Wired [1]
PROFINET
Wireless [2]
Research
Objectives
Transmission
Bandwidth Wired 20 MHz 20, 40, 80 MHz
Control Duration
Cycle
1[msec]
for 32 Slaves
32[msec]
for 32 Slaves
3:2[msec]
for 32 Slaves
Control Duration
per Slave 31.25 [sec] 1000 [sec] 100 [sec]
Safety Demand BER < 10 12 Not defined P
1year
error < 10 3
or P1hourerror < 10
 7
Time
Synchronization
Accuracy
< 1[sec] [msec] order < 1[sec]
addition to MAC protocol, in order to preserve the successful communications between
MAC layer of controllers and MAC layer of controlled devices, the clock synchronization
between controllers and controlled devices must be taken into account.
1.2 Research Objectives
The objectives of this thesis are to present:
 A fast and safe iWLAN transmission protocol for the MAC layer.
 A high accuracy PTP synchronization protocol to employ in the iWLAN transmission
protocol.
 A hardware design architecture of MAC layer and PTP synchronization protocol for
the iWLAN transmission system.
The WLAN system works well for the wireless mobile devices in the oce environments,
in which the requirements of the real-time and the reliability are not critical. In order
to make this system work well for not only the wireless industrial devices in the factory
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environments, but also the wireless mobile devices in the oce environments, we propose
a new transmission protocol for MAC layers of the iWLAN system. This approach has
to satisfy the fast (real-time) and safe (reliability) communications for factory automation
communication systems.
In addition to transmission protocol, the performance of a wireless network also much
depends on the time synchronization protocol between nodes in the network. Therefore,
in this thesis we also introduce the PTP time synchronization protocol which can provide
the adequate accuracy for the industrial wireless communications. We propose a method
of using the PTP synchronization protocol for fast iWLAN system. To enhance the time
synchronization accuracy between MAC layers of controllers and controlled devices, we
provide an approach to increase the accuracy of the PTP.
The performances, which are our objectives, are shown in the third column of Table 1.1.
For the fast demand, the objective of the control duration for one station or slave is 100
sec. For the safe demand, the objective of the safety integrity level (SIL) is 3, in which
the probability that the system errors occur after 1 year of operation is smaller than 10 3 or
the probability that the system errors occur after 1 hour of operation is smaller than 10 7
[3]. For the time synchronization, the objective of accuracy is better than 1 sec that is
equal to the performance of the PROFINET wired communication.
1.3 Thesis Hierarchy
The thesis has seven chapters. This first chapter is devoted to the thesis introduction. The
remaining chapters are organized as follows.
Chapter 2. Industrial Wireless Communication Overview
This chapter describes the general introductions to the topic of industrial communication
systems. We briefly introduce the current techniques for industrial communication systems.
Then, we point out the demand of the research topic on how to improve the current tech-
niques in terms of the speed, reliability, co-existence and accuracy for industrial wireless
communication systems.
Chapter 3. iWLAN Transmission Protocol
This chapter focuses on the transmission protocol for industrial wireless systems. First,
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we briefly introduce about the conventional works on industrial wireless systems, then we
show our proposed scheduled multiple access protocol for iWLAN systems. Finally, we
compare the performance of our approach and the conventional one in terms of the through-
put and the reliability.
Chapter 4. iWLAN MAC Hardware Design Architecture
This chapter shows the hardware architecture design to implement the MAC layer to con-
trol the proposed iWLAN transmission protocol to speed up the processing latencies. In
order to prove its proper operation performance, we show the hardware simulation results
of the communications between MAC protocols of MS and SLs.
Chapter 5. PTP Time Synchronization Protocol for iWLAN System
This chapter is devoted to the protocol for time synchronization used in the communication
systems. First, we briefly introduce about the conventional works on time synchronizations,
then we show our approach on the PTP to achieve higher accuracy for iWLAN systems.
Then, we provide a method to make this PTP protocol adapt to our iWLAN communication
protocol. Finally, we compare the performance of our approach and the conventional one
in terms of the accuracy and the simplicity.
Chapter 6. PTP Hardware Design Architecture for iWLAN System
This chapter shows the hardware architecture design to implement the PTP protocol to en-
hance the time synchronization accuracy and reliability for the iWLAN system. In order
to prove its proper operation performance, we show the hardware simulation results of the
time synchronizations between MS and SLs.
Chapter 7. Conclusion and Future Work
This chapter shows the summary of our whole works and the achievement results. We also
discuss about the outlook on possible research directions for future works to improve the
iWLAN system.
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Chapter 2
Industrial Wireless Communication
Overview
2.1 Introduction
Industrial computer networks are developed to serve for communications between the au-
tomation devices in the factories, such as controllers, sensors, actuators and iRBs.
The important characteristics of factory communication systems are (1) deterministic
and periodic transmission times with the bounded jitters, (2) short packet deliveries, (3)
real-time communications and (4) high reliabilities to guarantee the certain critical levels
for the timings and data transmissions [4].
Because of the recognizable advantages of the mobilities, reducing cabling, installa-
tion, maintenance and reconfiguration costs and the danger of breaking cables in the harsh
environments, wireless communications have been promoted for industrial and factory au-
tomation.
2.1.1 Wireless sensor networks
Recently, wireless sensor networks (WSN) have widely employed in the industrial com-
munications [5]. They serve for the specialized applications, which do not require the high
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Figure 2.1: Industrial wireless sensor network
data rate, but require optimized transmitted transmission powers. They do not try to serve
for general wireless communications with many options. An industrial WSN application
is showed in Fig. 2.1. In this application, the electronic sensors and meters transmit their
measured information to the wireless terminals. Then, these information are exchanged
between wireless terminals, wireless routers, wireless coordinators and controllers using
the wireless transmission protocols which support for WSN. The main features of these
applications are:
 Short data transmission.
 Infrequent transmission.
 Non-real time requirement.
 Low transmission power.
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 Large number of nodes in network.
 Low complexity and low cost.
Bluetooth and Zigbee are most widely employed to build the WSN.
2.1.2 Wireless industrial networks for factory automation controls
Fig. 2.2 shows the industrial wireless communication for factory automation control sys-
tems. The control data are sent from a controller to iRBs through the wireless network,
in which the controller has wired communication with Master (MS) device and iRBs have
wired connection with Slave (SL) devices. MS controls SLs through the wireless transmis-
sion channel. The automated assembly line is a well-known application using this industrial
wireless communication system. The main features of this application are:
 Short data transmission.
 Frequent, determined and scheduled transmission.
 Real time requirement.
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 High reliability.
 High transmission power.
 Hundreds of nodes in network.
 High complexity and high cost.
Recently, IEEE 802.11 WLAN has been attracted by the industrial fields because of its
quality of service (QoS) support features and its high throughput.
2.1.3 Wireless transmission channel
There are the natural characteristics of the wireless communication environments:
 Path loss: The strength of the transmitted signals is decreased with the distance be-
tween transmitters and receivers. Over the propagation media, the strengths of the
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transmitted signals also depend on the transmission frequencies, number of anten-
nas at transmitters. The ratio of the received-to-transmit power (Pr/Pt) in dB versus
log-distance (log(d)) for the eects of path loss is illustrated by the blue curve in
Fig. 2.3.
 Shadowing: The strengths of the received signals are decreased by the existence of
obstructions between transmitters and receivers. The ratio of Pr/Pt in dB versus
log(d) for the total eects of the path loss and shadowing are illustrated by the green
curve in Fig. 2.3.
 Multipath fading: The strength of the received signals can be constructed or destruc-
ted by the multipath propagations of the transmitted signal. The multipath propa-
gations are caused by the reflections of the transmitted signal when it reaches the
obstructions. Receiver may receive multiple copies of the same transmitted signal
on the dierent paths and dierent times. The ratio of Pr/Pt in dB versus log(d) for
the total eects of the path loss, shadowing and multi-paths are illustrated by the red
curve in Fig. 2.3.
 Half-Duplex Transceivers: The wireless communication devices cannot transmit and
receive the packets during the same time on the same channel. This character makes
the data rates of wireless communications are much lower than those of wired com-
munications.
 Interference: Since the signal is transmitted in the opened propagation environments,
it can be interfered with other wireless transmitted signals. This interference causes
the bit errors or packet losses at the receivers.
Due to these characteristics, the bit errors, packet losses or transmission delays are un-
expectedly introduced. Therefore, the requirements to satisfy the aforementioned char-
acteristics for the industrial networks on the wireless communications are more dicult
to achieve than those on the wired communications. Therefore, depending on the levels
of required service for dierent industrial applications, there are several techniques and
researches which have been done for more than one decades to make the wireless commu-
nication applicable for the industrial control networks. In the following sections, we will
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overview the current technologies on the industrial communications.
2.2 Industrial Wireless Communication Technologies
2.2.1 IEEE 802.15.1 - Bluetooth
Bluetooth (BT) was standardized in 2005, known as IEEE 802.15.1 standard [7]. BT wire-
less technology is specified for low power applications with fixed, portable and small area
movable devices.
MAC Transmission Protocol
BT devices can operate as MSs or SLs. In order to initiate a communication session with a
SL, the MS begins an inquiry to find the SL by sending out a request. The SL listening this
request will respond with its address. After MS and SL know the address of the other, the
MS will communicate to this SL to create a piconet session. Stations can deny or accept
the request to create the piconet session. The number of BT devices on each piconet is
limited to 8. In each piconet, there are only 1 MS and 7 SLs and the transmissions are
only performed between MS and SLs, not between SLs and SLs. MS decides timeslots
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and frequencies for the communications between it and SLs. The transmission trac in
each piconet is controlled by Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) with Time Division
Duplex (TDD) timeslots. Each timeslot is 625 microseconds.
In order to avoid the collisions between two neighbour piconets or the collisions be-
tween the BT devices in the piconet and other devices of others techniques, such as Zigbee
or WLAN devices, the Frequency-Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) protocol is employed
over the bandwidth of 2.4 Ghz band. Transceivers randomly hop one frequency channel
among 79 dierent channels in the 2.4 GHz band at a rate of 1600 frequency hops per sec-
ond. The bandwidth of each hop channel is 1.6 KHz, corresponding to 625 microseconds
timeslot.
There are two modes of communication supported by BT as shown in Fig. 2.4:
Synchronous connection-oriented (SCO): This communication is used to carry the
real-time trac. For the SCO communication, the MS and SLs communicate periodically
to each other. This periodic interval is configured before SCO starts. MS polls an DL frame
to the SL on the odd timeslots, then the SL responds an UL frame on the even timeslots.
The timeslots are also preserved before SCO starts. The SCO does not support cyclic re-
dundancy check (CRC) and retransmissions.
Asynchronous connectionless (ACL): This communication is used to carry the non-
critical and secured trac. For the ACL communication, the communication is initiated by
the MS. The ACL transmission timeslots cannot overlap the SCO timeslots. Communica-
tion trac is also controlled by MS.
For reliability, BT supports 16-bit CRC mechanism.
For security, BT provides 128-bit keys Personal Identification Number (PIN) code for
authentications and E0 stream cipher for encryptions.
PHY Transmission Technique
 Transmission band is 2.4 GHz.
 Based on the transmission ranges and powers, BT technologies are separated into 3
groups: (1) Group 1 provides the transmission range up to 100 meters and requires
the maximum transmission power up to 100 milliwatts. (2) Group 2 provides the
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Figure 2.5: Zigbee transmission protocol with superframe
transmission range of more than 10 meters and requires the maximum transmission
power of 2.5 milliwatts. (2) Group 3 provides the transmission range about 1 meters
and requires the maximum transmission power of 1 milliwatts.
 Transmission data rate is 1 Megabits per second (Mbps) per 1 Frequency-Hopping
(FH) channel.
 Using TDD technique, in which BT devices cannot transmit and receive data at the
same time. Transmission can be performed only after the reception is done and vice
verse.
 Gaussian Frequency Shift Keying (G-FSK) modulation.
 Support multiple access. Multiple BT devices are able to be active at the same time
by using the FHSS technique.
2.2.2 IEEE 802.15.4 - ZigBee
Zigbee was standardized in 2011, known as IEEE 802.15.4 standard [8]. Zigbee wireless
technology is specified for the low cost, low power, short range and very low data rate
applications with small packets infrequently transmitted in static networks.
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MAC Transmission Protocol
There are two transmission modes supported by Zigbee:
Non-beacon mode: In this mode, an unslotted carrier sense multiple access with
collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) is used. In order to avoid collisions, a SL, which wants
to transmit the data, first randomly selects the number of backo timeslots, then decreases
this number until zero. After reaching zero, it performs clear channel access (CCA). If
the channel is idle, SL will transmit its data. Otherwise, it repeats the backo procedure
again. In the un-beacon mode, the transmissions of SLs are not controlled by the MS. In
this mode, the MS has to stay awake, thus it costs much power consumption. Therefore,
the non-beacon mode is not attracted by WSN applications.
Beacon mode: In this mode, a super frame structure (SFT) is used. A STF in-
cludes four periods that are Beacon transmission period, contention access period (CAP),
contention free period (CFP) and inactive period. To start the super frame structure, the
network coordinator transmits beacon periodically. Then, during the CAP period, SLs per-
form the slotted CSMA/CA to contend the transmission channel. During the CFP period,
the transmissions on the networks are controlled and scheduled by the coordinator by al-
locating guaranteed time slots (GTSs) to SLs for their uplink and downlink transmissions.
Finally, during the inactive period, all coordinator and SLs go to sleep to conserve power.
The transmission protocol for Beacon mode is shown in Fig. 2.5.
For reliability, Zigbee supports acknowledgement, 16-bit CRC and retransmissions
mechanisms.
For security, Zigbee provides cipher block chaining message authentication code (CBC-
MAC) for authentications and Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) stream ciphers for
encryptions.
PHY Transmission Technique
 Transmission bands are 868 MHz, 915 MHz and 2.4 GHz.
 Transmission range is from 10 to 20 meters.
 Transmission data rates are 20, 40 and 250 Kbps for 868 MHz, 915 MHz and 2.4
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Figure 2.6: IEEE 802.11 PCF transmission protocol
GHz band, respectively.
 Transmission power is from 1 to 100 milliwatts.
 Direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) coding schemes.
 Binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) modulation for the 868 MHz, 915 MHz bands
and oset quadrature phase-shift keying (OQPSK) modulation for the 2.4 GHz band,
respectively.
2.2.3 PROFINET - iPCF
In order to support the deterministic transmissions, PROFINET has oered an industrial
WLAN system using industrial Point Coordination Function (iPCF) protocol [9]. This pro-
tocol is developed based on the Point Coordination Function (PCF) protocol from IEEE
802.11 Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) standard [10]. WLAN was firstly standard-
ized in 1997. Then, several versions of WLAN were released, including 802.11a, 802.11b,
802.11g, 802.11e, 802.11n and 802.11ac. WLAN wireless technologies are specified for
the large transmission packets with high data rate applications over the transmission ranges
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from 10 to 100 meters.
The PCF protocol is shown in Fig. 2.6. In PCF, MS periodically broadcasts Beacon
frames to all SLs. After the Beacon transmission period, there are two following periods
which are Contention Free Period (CFP) and the Contention Period (CP).
During the CFP, the MS sends data (D) to SLs and also allocates the transmission chan-
nel to SLs by sending the round-robin Contention-Free-Poll (CF-Poll) packets to each SL.
The polled SLs will send the acknowledgement (ACK) and their data (U) to MS. During
the communication with each SL, if DL or UL transmission errors are detected, MS will
retransmit DL frame after Short Interframe Space (SIFS) or PIFS intervals, respectively.
MS announces the end of CFP by broadcasting the CF-End frame.
During the CP, the transmissions are distributed by Distributed Coordination Function
(DCF), which employs a CSMA/CA with binary exponential backo algorithm.
To initiate the Beacon transmission for starting a new PCF interval, MS needs to wait
for the completion of previous CP, which can be prolonged by the transmission time of
packet in that CP, thus the Beacon transmission period of the PCF is not fixed. Therefore,
this PCF protocol cannot employ for FA control communication system.
In order to fix the Beacon transmission period, the PROFINET - iPCF protocol uses
only CFP for frame transfers, which is shown in Fig. 2.7. In the iPCF protocol, the CP
duration is removed, thus the Beacon transmission period - Contention-Free Repetition In-
terval is fixed. Therefore, this iPCF protocol can employ for FA control communication
system.
For reliability, WLAN supports acknowledgement, 32-bit CRC and retransmis-
sions mechanisms.
For security, WLAN supports wired equivalent privacy (WEP), Wi-Fi protected access
(WPA), WPA2 for authentications and Rivest Cipher 4 (RC4), AES stream ciphers for en-
cryptions.
PHY Transmission Technique
 Transmission bands are 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz.
 Transmission range is from 20 to 100 meters.
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 Transmission data rate is up to 6.93 Gpbs (IEEE 802.11ac).
 Transmission power is about 100 milliwatts.
 BPSK, quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK), 16-quadrature amplitude modulation
(QAM), 64-QAM, 256-QAM.
 Frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM), MIMO OFDM.
2.2.4 Comparisons
The main dierences among BT, Zigbee and iPCF technologies are described in Table 2.1.
From the comparisons, we can see that the BT does not require the complex technology
to implement, thus it provides the solutions for cost-eciency wireless applications with
the acceptable transmission data rate, such as keyboards, mouses or networking printers.
Meanwhile, Zigbee cannot provide a high data rate but it is the best choice for the energy-
eciency and great scalability applications, such as monitoring and controlling systems.
In order to provide a high data rate and co-work with the oce WLAN devices, the iPCF
technology can be employed.
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Table 2.1: Performance comparisons between BT, Zigbee and iPCF technologies
Technology BT[11] Zigbee[12] iPCF[9]
Data rate Medium Very Low High
Power consumption Low Very Low Medium
Transmission range (meters) 10 100 100
Scalability (nodes) 8 65000 32
Packet size Small Very small Large
Periodic transmission No No Yes
Cost Low Medium High
Optimized For
Low cost,
Cable
replacement
Low power,
Scalability
Speed,
Flexibility
For BT and Zigbee techniques, they can provide the certain levels of periodic transmis-
sions in their operation modes, e.g. SCO mode in BT, during CFP period of Beacon mode
in Zigbee, however none of them can achieve perfectly periodic transmissions defined by
the scheduled time. For the SCO mode in BT, since it does not support the retransmission
mechanism, the scheduled ring control will be lost if there is any transmission errors. For
the Beacon mode in Zigbee, the periodic CFP intervals cannot be guaranteed because of
the potential prolongation of previous CAP interval. Besides, the beacon frame collisions
may occur when multiple MSs send their beacon frames with their own beacon intervals
that cause their beacon duration information is lost. Besides, their transmission data rates
are slow, thus they cannot be employed for fast communications in FA control systems.
For the iPCF technique, it provides periodic transmissions. It also provides high data
rate. However, because it supports only TDMA technique with SU transmissions for both
DL and UL, the throughput of the iPCF system is slow. Thus, it also cannot be employed
for fast communications in FA control systems.
In order to support the industrial wireless network for factory automation control sys-
tems, the hard requirements on real-time and reliability, in which the transmissions must be
fast and safe, need to be satisfied. Besides, the ability of co-operations with the oce wire-
less devices, such as PCs, laptops and mobile phones in the factory environments is also
necessary for this network. With the aforementioned problems, the current technologies
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cannot meet these requirements. Therefore, this thesis attempts to present the approaches
to fulfil these needs.
2.3 Time Synchronization Protocols
Time synchronization is very important for all of communication networks, regardless
wired or wireless ones. It is used to synchronize the operations between transmitters and
receivers to make their communications successfully. The time synchronization is also
widely used to determine the location and speed of a moving object. For the wireless com-
munication systems using the TDMA, the time synchronization between multiple nodes is
necessary for distributing the shared channel transmission protocols. In addition, it is also
essential to compensate the timing osets between clocks of nodes in the network, which
are caused by the variations of the hardware oscillators in clocks.
In the wireless industrial communications for automation control systems, the com-
munications are strictly pre-determined and scheduled. Missing the transmission schedule
makes the system failed. Therefore, the accuracy of time synchronization protocol is ex-
tremely critical to guarantee the proper functionalities of whole system. The time synchro-
nization for industrial wireless systems is illustrated in Fig. 2.8.
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There are several techniques for time synchronizations. The usage of time synchroniza-
tion technique depends on the requirements of the accuracy, power consumption, working
environment and cost. In term of the accuracy, there are three emerging techniques that
include NTP, PTP, GPS time synchronization protocols.
2.3.1 NTP Synchronization Protocol
NTP provides time synchronization for computer networks [13]. It has been widely used
for the Internet for a decade. The synchronization accuracy achieved by NTP is sub-
milliseconds.
The NTP synchronization protocol is shown in Fig. 2.9. If MS and SL want to synchro-
nize their clocks,
 1. SL picks up its timestamp to get its local time t0, then puts this t0 on the message
at the application layer.
 2. Then, the message will be sent to the transmission queue at the network driver.
The message will be transmitted to the MS through wired or wireless channel. If the
transmission is failed, it will be retransmitted until being successful.
 3. When MS successfully receives the message, its network driver will generate an
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interrupt request to let the message push into the protocol driver, protocol stack and
application layer.
 4. At the application layer, the information of t0 is obtained from the message. At
that time, MS also picks up its timestamp to get its local time t1.
 5. For response, MS picks up its timestamp to get its local time t2, then puts all t0, t1
and t2 on the message at the application layer.
 6. Then, the message will be sent to the transmission queue at the network driver.
The message will be transmitted to the SL through wired or wireless channel. If the
transmission is failed, it will be retransmitted until being successful.
 7. When SL successfully receives the message, its network driver will generate an
interrupt request to let the packet push into the protocol driver, protocol stack and
application layer.
 8. At the application layer, the information of t0, , t1 and t2 are obtained from the
packet. At that time, SL also picks up its timestamp to get its local time t3.
 9. The timing oset between clocks of MS and SL is calculated by [(t1 - t0) - (t3 -
t2)]/2. SL will compensate its clock by this oset value to make its time synchronize
with time of MS.
For the above oset calculation, NTP assumes that the interval from the t0 timestamping
at SL to the t1 timestamping at MS is equal to the interval from the t2 timestamping at MS
to the t3 timestamping at SL. However, because the timestampings are picked up at the
application layers, then there are many undetermined times on the these intervals, such as
queue time, retransmission time or interrupt priority time that make the assumption failed.
Therefore, the accuracy provided by NTP is sub-millisecond level.
2.3.2 GPS Synchronization Protocol
GPS time synchronization [14], [15] provides more accuracy than NTP and PTP. GPS time
synchronization technique is applicable for the line of sight communication to the satellite
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systems. The synchronization accuracy achieved by PTP is nanosecond level.
The idea of the GPS time synchronization is to refer the common time from satellite.
The GPS synchronization protocol is shown in Fig. 2.10. If MS and SL want to synchronize
their clocks,
 1. MS and SL receive message including the common timestamp t0 from satellite.
 2. After receiving message including t0 from satellite, MS stamps and stores its local
time t1, then calculates value of (t1 - t0).
 3. After receiving message including t0 from satellite, SL stamps and stores its local
time t2, then calculates value of (t2 - t0).
 4. MS sends the message including the value of (t1 - t0) to SL.
 5. The timing oset between clocks of MS and SL is calculated by [(t2 - t0) - (t1 -
t0)]. SL will compensate its clock by this oset value to make its time synchronize
with time of MS.
Because there are no timestamps between MS and SL, the undetermined times are re-
moved. The undetermined times in GPS technique are the frame synchronization frame
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errors occurring when MS and SL receives the common message from satellite. Therefore,
the accuracy provided by GPS is nanosecond level.
2.3.3 PTP Synchronization Protocol
PTP [16] provides more accuracy time synchronization than NTP. Recently, it has been
attracted for the industrial communications. The synchronization accuracy achieved by
PTP is sub-microseconds.
The idea of the PTP is to remove the aects of the undetermined times occurring on
the NTP. The PTP synchronization protocol is shown in Fig. 2.11. If MS and SL want to
synchronize their clocks,
 1. MS sends a Sync message to the SL. The MS stamps and stores its local time t0 at
the moment which the Sync message is completed to send out the wired or wireless
channel at the network driver. If the transmission error occurs, Sync message is
retransmitted, then the value of t0 is picked up again.
 2. When SL receives successfully the Sync message transmitted from the MS, SL
stamps and stores its local time t1 at the moment which the Sync message is com-
pleted to receive at network layer.
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 3. MS sends a Follow up message containing the value of the timestamp t0 to the SL.
SL receives and stores the timestamp t0 at network layer.
 4. SL sends the Delay Req message to the MS. SL stamps and stores its local time t2
at the moment which the Delay Req message is completed to send out the wired or
wireless channel at the network driver.
 5. MS receives the Delay Req message transmitted from the SL. MS stamps and
stores its local time t3 at the moment which the Delay Req message is completed to
receive at the network driver.
 6. MS sends a Delay Resp message containing the value of the timestamp t3 to the
SL. SL receives and stores the timestamp t3 at the network driver.
 7. The timing oset between clocks of MS and SL is calculated by [(t1 - t0) - (t3 -
t1)]/2. SL will compensate its clock by this oset value to make its time synchronize
with time of MS.
For the above oset calculation, the PTP also assumes that the interval from the t0 times-
tamping at SL to the t1 timestamping at MS is equal to the interval from the t2 timestamping
at MS to the t3 timestamping at SL. Because the timestampings are picked up at the net-
work layers, the undetermined times occurring on the NTP are removed. The remained
undetermined times are the frame synchronization error, asymmetric hardware latencies
and variations of the oscillators in clocks. Therefore, the accuracy provided by PTP is
sub-microsecond level.
2.3.4 Comparisons
Table 2.1 shows the comparisons between three time synchronization techniques. The GPS
technique provides highest accuracy but it needs high costs and line of sight requirements
which are dicult to meet in the industrial factory. The PTP technique can provide ade-
quate accuracy with low cost and non - line of sight for the industrial wireless communica-
tions in factory automation control systems.
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Table 2.2: Time synchronization oset error comparisons
Technology NTP[13] GPS[14] PTP[16]
Oset Error < 1msec < 20nsec < 1sec
Costs Low High Low
Line of sight requirement No Yes No
2.4 Summary
In this section, we have presented the overview of the characteristics of MAC and PHY
layers of BT, Zigbee and iPCF technologies which have been recently emerged for indus-
trial wireless communications. Based on the transmission protocols on MAC layers and
transmission techniques on PHY layers, we have attempted to point out the limitations of
the current technologies. The common problem among three techniques, which prevents
them from employing for the industrial wireless network for factory automation control
systems, is that the scheduled transmissions for safe communications are not guaranteed.
In addition, the slow data rates cause both BT and Zigbee not be able to meet the real-time
demand. The iPCF technology is well suited for fast and safe industrial wireless commu-
nications in factory automation control systems if the multiple users access is supported.
In addition to communication protocol, the performance of a wireless network also
much depends on the time synchronization protocol between nodes in the network. There-
fore, in this section we have also introduced three emerging techniques for time synchro-
nizations, that include NTP, PTP and GPS. Among these three techniques, PTP can provide
the adequate accuracy with low cost and non - line of sight for the industrial wireless com-
munications in factory automation control systems. The accuracy of PTP can be improved
if the remain undetermined times, which are caused by the frame synchronization error,
asymmetric hardware latencies and variations of the oscillators in clocks, are mitigated.
For aforementioned issues, in the next Chapters we attempt to present the approaches to
enhance the WLAN transmission protocol and PTP synchronization protocol so that they
are able to apply for fast and safe industrial wireless communications in factory automation
control systems.
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Chapter 3
iWLAN Communication Protocol
3.1 Introduction
In recent years, wireless technology has emerged as a promising alternative for industrial
communication because it can provide the flexibility needed for mobile robot settings. In
addition, the wireless technology provides eective costs for the FA systems by reducing
the cable connectivity and maintenance costs[17]. There are several solutions for FA wire-
less communication. BT, which is based on IEEE 802.15.1 protocol, is widely used for
short-range transmission applications [18]. For greater transmission range, Zigbee, which
is based on IEEE 802.15.4 protocol, is proposed [19], [20]. Although Zigbee provides
long-range transmission, its slow data rate makes it only suitable for wireless sensor net-
work applications. In order to improve the data rate and reliability of Zigbee, the industrial
communication standard WirelessHART, which is also based on the IEEE 802.15.4, has
been released [21]. However, the disadvantage of WirelessHART is the poor compatibility
with IEEE 802.11 WLAN devices [22].
The IEEE 802.11 WLAN technology provides a higher data rate, a greater range than
the WirelessHART. In addition, it is easy to coexist with other WLAN oce devices. For
those reasons, the industrial communication systems based on IEEE 802.11 WLAN tech-
nologies have been gradually developed in the FA field. In [23], the retransmission algo-
rithm is introduced to optimize the retransmission number to increase the throughput of the
IEEE 802.11g. In [24], the EDCA is investigated to provide a low latency for the IEEE
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802.11e. However, since both of them operate under the DCF access technique, the se-
quence of transmissions is non-deterministic. The determinism is an important factor for
safe industrial communication systems. To deal with this problem, PROFINET has oered
an industrial WLAN system using iPCF protocol. In this protocol, the MS controls the
sequence of transmissions to SLs by using a polling mechanism. However, the throughput
of this protocol is low because it supports only single user (SU) transmissions [25], [26].
In particular the number of SLs in FA system is large, the duration for one round of all SLs
communications can get so big, which causes real-time control failure.
In order to mitigate the aforementioned problems of the current FA systems, we pro-
pose a novel iWLAN system. The contributions of this chapter include: (1) For fast and
safe communications, we propose a synchronous MU round-robin transmission protocol.
(2) To reduce the critical overhead caused by the conventional MU-MIMO DL SDMA
transmission technique, we propose a low overhead PDMA transmission technique. Nu-
merical and simulation results indicate that our approaches increase speed of 100% and
300% throughput compared to the conventional iPCF and SDMA approaches, respectively.
Besides, our approaches also provide lower SER than conventional ones. In particular, the
control duration per SL in our iWLAN system is faster than 100 sec. Therefore, our pro-
posed schemes can achieve fast and safe performances for FA communication systems.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 shows the FA wireless
communication system model with the proposed transmission protocols and the proposed
transmission technique for MU-DL access. Section 3.3 compares the performance between
our proposed system with the conventional ones under non-error based transmissions. In
Section 3.4, we analyse the proposed iWLAN transmission system under error based trans-
missions. In Section 3.5, we show the numerical and simulation results under error based
transmissions. Finally, Section 3.6 outlines our summaries of this chapter.
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Figure 3.1: FA wireless communication system model
3.2 Proposed iWLAN Protocol
3.2.1 Proposed Transmission Protocol
The FA wireless communication system model is shown in Fig. 3.1. The system includes
an MS and N SLs. The communications between MS and SLs are controlled by a transmis-
sion protocol at the MAC layer and a transmission technique at the physical (PHY) layer.
The transmission bandwidth is 80 MHz. In FA communication systems, the control data,
which are transmitted between MS and SLs, are short in length. Therefore, in our work the
control data of 32 octets in length are considered. The FA wireless communication system
supports the deterministic transmission feature, in which the communications from MS to
each SL are in equal portions and in circular order without priority. Therefore, in this sec-
tion we propose an iWLAN transmission protocol for FA wireless systems.
In order to mitigate the limitation of SU transmissions in the conventional iPCF proto-
col, we propose an advanced synchronous MU round-robin iWLAN transmission protocol.
Beside the deterministic feature, our protocol also supports MU access for both DL and UL
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Figure 3.2: Proposed FA iWLAN Protocol
transmissions. Fig. 3.2 shows the protocol diagram of our proposed iWLAN. The trans-
mission sequence operations is shown in Fig. 3.3. The sequence operations of protocol
includes 3 stages:
Stage 1: MS starts a new control duration (Tcd) by broadcasting a synchronization
(SYNC) frame to all SLs on the bandwidth of 80 MHz. This SYNC frame carries the in-
formation of the PTP. The duration of SYNC frame transmission is denoted by Tsync.
Stage 2: MS communicates with all N SLs. This communication duration is denoted
by Tcom. This interval includes the following operations:
DL transmission: After the wait of SIFS duration (Tsi f s), MS transmits the MU-DL
frame to SLs on the bandwidth of 80 MHz. We support MU-DL frame of up to 4 users.
The number of users on MU-DL frame is denoted by u. The values of u can be 1, 2, 3 or 4.
The duration of DL transmission is denoted by Tdl.
UL transmission: If SL successfully receives its data from DL frame, it will respond
to MS after Tsi f s by sending UL frame using bandwidth of 20 MHz. Up to 4 SLs are sup-
ported to send their UL frames simultaneously using Frequency Division Multiple Access
(FDMA) technique. The duration of UL transmission is denoted by Tul.
The DL and UL transmissions are performed until MS finishes sending data to all
of N SLs. An SL error occurs if the SL fails to either receive the DL packet from MS or
transmit the UL packet to MS.
Stage 3: If there are any SL errors during stage 2, the MS will re-communicate with
them again. This re-communication duration is denoted by Trecom. The operations during
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this stage are the same with stage 2. Stage 3 is repeated until MS successfully communi-
cates with all N SLs or the Tcd elapses. When the Tcd elapses and there is not any SL error
in this stage, a new Tcd is performed.
The number of times to perform stage 3 is defined as the number of retransmissions,
denoted by M. nm is the number of SL errors occurring during the mth retransmission (m is
f1, 2, ..., Mg). n0 is the number of SL errors occurring during stage 2. If there is any SL
error after M retransmissions, i.e. after Tcd elapses, the system will be considered to be in
error and stopped immediately.
With the afore proposed operation, our iWLAN protocol supports not only the deter-
ministic feature but also the MU access on both DL and UL transmissions for fast commu-
nications.
3.2.2 Proposed MU PDMA DL Transmission Technique
In the proposed iWLAN transmission protocol in section 3.2.1, we employ the MU trans-
mission technique for DL access to enhance the throughput of the FA communication sys-
tem. The FDMA and SDMA are the conventional transmission techniques which support
the MU DL access. In the proposed iWLAN protocol, because the SLs receive SYNC
frames on channel bandwidth of 80 MHz, they cannot receive the DL frames on dierent
channel bandwidth by using the conventional FDMA technique. In this section, we firstly
present the conventional MU-MIMO DL SDMA technique, then we show our proposed
MU-PDMA DL technique.
For MU DL transmissions, the MU-MIMO SDMA is an emerging technique in the
802.11ac WLAN systems because access point (AP) can simultaneously transmit indepen-
dent streams to MU on the same channel by applying crosstalk interference (CTI) minimiz-
ing precoding vectors [27]. The MU-MIMO SDMA DL technique is shown in Fig. 3.4. At
AP, the MAC Service Data Units (MSDUs) of four users, MSDU(1 4), are precoded into
four transmission frames SDMA(1 4). Then, these four frames are transmitted through four
dierent antenna streams on the same channel of 80 MHz. At each user, its MSDU is de-
coded from the received interference SDMAf1;2;3;4g. In order to help each user to decode its
data, the AP requires the channel state information at transmitter (CSIT) for the pre-coding
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Figure 3.3: Transmission sequence operations of proposed FA iWLAN protocol
process. To get the CSIT, it takes a critical overhead duration to perform the sounding pro-
cedure before the data transmissions (MU-MIMO transmissions), as shown in Fig. 3.5. The
sounding period includes the sounding procedure and the MU-MIMO transmissions. The
sounding procedure exchanges the messages of Null Data Packet Announcement (NDPA),
Null Data Packet (NDP), Compressed Beamforming (CB) and Beamforming Report Poll
(BFRP) between AP and users. The CB duration (193 sec) and BFRP duration (43 sec)
make the sounding overhead of each user approximate 236 sec [28]. The MU-MIMO
transmissions exchange the control data between AP and users.
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In WLAN systems with the MU-MIMO SDMA DL technique, the data transmission
frames are long and the sounding periods are also long, approximately N  20 miliseconds
[29], then the overhead of sounding procedure is only a small proportion of the sounding
period. Therefore, this overhead is not critical for WLAN systems. Meanwhile, in the
FA communication system, the data transmission frames are short and the target control
duration, Tcd, is also short, approximately N  100 microseconds, then the overhead of
sounding procedure becomes extremely critical. To mitigate the critical overhead for MU
DL transmissions, we propose a low overhead MU-PDMA DL technique.
In order to support the MU DL access with low overhead for FA communication sys-
tems, the MU-PDMA DL transmission technique is proposed, as shown in Fig. 3.6. At AP,
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the MSDU data of four users, MSDU(1 4), are merged into one transmission frame, called
MU-PDMA. Then, this MU-PDMA frame is transmitted to all users through one antenna
stream on the same channel of 80 MHz. This MU-PDMA frame can also be transmitted
to all users through four antenna streams to get the diversity gain. At each user, its MSDU
is extracted from the received MU-PDMA frame. The format of MU-PDMA is shown in
Fig. 3.7. To make the our FA system compatible with theWLAN system, the format of MU-
PDMA frame adheres to the IEEE 802.11 standard, that is comprised of the PHY header,
MAC header, MU-MSDU and CRC data. The DL-MAC Protocol Data Unit (DL-MPDU),
which is comprised of the MAC header, MU-MSDU and CRC data, is constructed on MAC
layer. Then, the MU-PDMA frame, which is comprised of the PHY header and DL-MPDU
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Table 3.1: System configuration parameters
Parameters Conv.1 Conv.2 Prop.
DL
Protocol iPCF iWLAN iWLAN
Access Scheme TDMA SDMA PDMA
Frame
Format
VHT
-mixed
VHT
-mixed
VHT
-mixed
UL
Protocol iPCF iWLAN iWLAN
Access Scheme TDMA FDMA FDMA
Frame
Format
VHT
-mixed Legacy Legacy
data, is constructed on PHY layer. To delimit the data of each user in the MU-MSDU, a
Sub-Frame Header (SFH) is embedded between each MSDU. The SFH includes: (1) User
Address field (6 octets) that indicates the destination address of its following MSDU, (2)
MSDU Length field (1 octets) that indicates the length of that MSDU, (3) UL Channel field
(1 octets) that defines the channel allocated for UL transmission. At receiver side, the user
gets its MSDU based on the User Address and MSDU length fields, then it performs the
UL transmission on the channel indicated by the UL Channel field. The UL frame of each
user is transmitted on the channel of 20 MHz.
Instead of using the critical overhead sounding procedure, the MU-PDMA DL tech-
nique uses only the small overhead SFHs (8 octets) to decode the data, therefore in FA
systems, this technique provides a higher throughput than the MU-MIMO DL technique.
3.3 Performance Comparisons Under Non-Error Based Trans-
missions
In order to understand the improvements of our approaches, in this section we show the
numerical performance comparisons between our proposed system with two conventional
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Table 3.2: Transmission parameters
Parameters Values
Bandwith (MHz) 80
Modulation QPSK
Coding Rate 1/2
Number of SLs (N) 4
MSDU Length/SL (Octets) 32
SFH (Octets) 8
Tsi f s (sec) 16
systems under non-error based transmissions, in which no packet errors occur during the
transmissions between SLs and MS, i.e. M = 0 or Trecom = 0. The configuration parameters
of three systems are shown in Table 3.1. The proposed system (Prop.) employs the iWLAN
protocol with the proposed MU-PDMA DL access scheme. The first conventional system
(Conv.1) employs the conventional iPCF protocol with the conventional SU-TDMA access
scheme. The second conventional system (Conv.2) employs the iWLAN protocol with the
conventional MU-MIMO SDMA DL access scheme. For fair comparisons, three systems
employ the same transmission parameters, which are shown in Table 3.2. For safe trans-
missions, we employ the QPSK modulation scheme.
To make the our system compatible with the WLAN system, the formats of trans-
mission frames adhere to the IEEE 802.11 standard. The frame formats of DL and UL
transmissions of the Conv.1, Conv.2 and Prop. systems are shown in Fig. 3.8, Fig. 3.9
and Fig. 3.10, respectively. For the transmission frames using 20 MHz bandwidth, MAC
and PHY headers employ the format of the Legacy Physical Layer Convergence Protocol
(PLCP) Protocol Data Unit (PPDU) frame [30]. For the transmission frames using 80 MHz
bandwidth, MAC and PHY headers employ the format of the Very High Throughput (VHT)
mixed PPDU frame [28]. The MSDU length of each SL equals the control data length of
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Table 3.3: Performance comparisons under non-error transmissions based
Parameters Conv.1 Conv.2 Prop.
Tdl (sec) 52 52 68
Tul (sec) 52 68 68
MU-DL support no yes yes
MU-UL support no yes yes
Tsounding
per SL (sec) 0 236 0
TS L (sec) 136 274 42
each SL (32 octets). The MU-MSDU of the MU-PDMA DL frame of the Prop. system is
comprised of the data (SFH + MSDU) of four SLs, then the length of MU-MSDU is 160
octets. To obtain the CSIT information the sounding procedure, which is shown in Fig. 3.5,
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needs to be performed on the Conv.2 system.
From aforementioned configuration parameters and transmission parameters, the nu-
merical values of Tdl and Tul for each system are calculated and shown in Table 3.3. The
sounding overhead of each SL, Tsounding, is obtained from section 3.2.2. For the Conv.1
system, the Tcd of 4 SLs, which equals 4  (Tdl + Tsi f s + Tul + Tsi f s), is 544 sec. For the
Conv.2 system, the Tcd of 4 SLs, which equals (Tdl+Tsi f s+Tul+Tsi f s)+4Tsounding, is 1096
sec. For the Prop. system, the Tcd of 4 SLs, which equals (Tdl + Tsi f s + Tul + Tsi f s), is 168
sec. From these results, the values of control duration per SL (TS L), which are calculated
by Tcd=4, of the Conv.1, Conv.2 and Prop. systems are 136, 247 and 42 sec, respectively.
These results indicate that the throughput of the Prop. system is faster than that of the
Conv.1 system. The small transmission overhead is the reason for this improvement. In FA
communication systems, since MS and SLs employ only short MSDU data to transmit to
each other, the transmission overhead which is caused by PHY and MAC headers (Theaders)
becomes a large proportion of the transmission PPDU packet. Our iWLAN protocol sup-
ports MU access of 4 SLs for both DL and UL, therefore the overhead of each SL equals
Theaders=4. Meanwhile the iPCF protocol supports only SU access, thus the overhead of
each SL equals Theaders.
These results also indicate that the throughput of the Prop. system is faster than that
of the Conv.2 system. The large sounding overhead, Tsounding, makes the throughput of the
Conv.2 system slower than that of Prop. system.
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3.4 Control Duration Analysis Under Error Transmissions
Based
In our iWLAN protocol, the Tcd includes the durations of Tsync, Tcom and Trecom. Trecom
is the duration of M re-communications. If the value of M is large, the communication
system is safe but the value of Tcd is big, which makes its throughput slow. Therefore,
in this section the iWLAN transmission protocol is analyzed to find the best value of M to
satisfy both fast and safe requirements under error transmissions based, in which the packet
errors may occur during the transmissions between SLs and MS. To analyzed the iWLAN
transmission protocol, the following definitions are used,
SL error: occurs if the SL fails to either receive the DL packet from MS or transmit the
UL packet to MS.
System error: occurs if there are still SL errors in the system afterM re-communications
are already done, i.e. after Tcd elapses.
PMe : the probability that SL errors occur after M re-communications are already done.
Pcde : the probability that a system error occurs after Tcd elapses. Thus,
Pcde = P
M
e (3.1)
Pcds : the probability that no system errors occur after Tcd elapses. Then,
Pcds = 1   Pcde (3.2)
Twd: the working duration that is defined by
Twd = k  Tcd (3.3)
Pwds : the probability that no system errors occur after Twd elapses. Then,
Pwds = (1   Pcde )k (3.4)
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Since Pcde  1, by using the Taylor-Maclaurin series, (3.4) is simplified to
Pwds = 1   k  Pcde (3.5)
Pwde : the probability that the system errors occur after Twd elapses. Then,
Pwde = 1   Pwds (3.6)
From (3.5) and (3.6), we obtain,
Pwde = k  Pcde (3.7)
From (3.3) and (3.7), we obtain,
Twd
Pwde
=
Tcd
Pcde
(3.8)
Thus, we have
Pwde = P
cd
e 
Twd
Tcd
(3.9)
The iWLAN system is considered safety during the Twd if the value of Pwde is lower
than an expected threshold Pthe , i.e.
Pcde 
Twd
Tcd
 Pthe (3.10)
From (3.1) and (3.10), we obtain,
PMe 
Twd
Tcd
 Pthe (3.11)
Now, we will find the value ofM to satisfy (3.11). In order to find the values of PMe
and Tcd, we consider the communications between MS and nt SLs. The PERdl and PERul
are defined as the packet error rate of DL and UL transmissions, respectively. Then, the
probability that an SL error occurs is obtained by PERdl + (1   PERdl)  PERul.
The ndl is defined as the number of the SLs to which MS transmits the DL frames, thus
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Figure 3.11: Communication chain with transition probabilities of iWLAN system
we have ndl = nt. The nde is defined as the number of the SLs which fail to receive the
DL frames from MS. The probability that nde SL errors occur when MS transmits the DL
frames to nt SLs is thus
Pnt ;nde = ntCnde  (PERdl)nde  (1   PERdl)nt nde (3.12)
where nCk is the k-combination from a set of n elements.
The nds is defined as the number of the SLs which successfully receive the DL frames,
thus nds = nt - nde. The nul is defined as the number of the SLs which transmit the UL
frames to MS. Since only the nds SLs can transmit the UL frames to MS, then nul = nt - nde.
The nue is defined as the number of the SLs which fail to transmit the UL frames to MS.
The probability that nue SL errors occur when nul SLs transmit the UL frames to MS is thus
Pnul;nue = nulCnue(PERul)
nue  (1   PERul)nt ne (3.13)
The ne is defined as the number of the SL errors occurring whenMS communicates with
nt SLs, then ne = nde + nue. The probability that ne errors occur when MS communicates
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with nt SLs is given by
Pnt ;ne =
neX
nde=0
Pnt ;nde  Pnul;nue (3.14)
Our communication protocol with one MS and N SLs can be expressed by the com-
munication chain shown in Fig. 3.11. Each node presents for the communications or re-
communications between MS and n SLs (n = 1,..., N), and the duration of these communi-
cations or re-communications, e.g. Node [Re-com N SL errors in TN , 1stRE-COM (m=1)]
presents for the first re-communications between MS and N SL errors, which occur in pre-
vious node (m=0), and the duration of these re-communications, TN . The transition path
from a source node to a destination node is labelled by Pnt ;ne , that presents for the proba-
bility that ne SL errors occur when MS communicates with nt SLs in the source node. MS
re-communicates with these ne SL errors in the destination node.
From the communication chain, the probability that the SL errors occur after (m-1)
re-communications, denoted by Pm 1e , is calculated by
Pm 1e =
NX
n0=1
n0X
n1=1
:::
nm 2X
nm 1=1
PN;n0  Pn0;n1  :::  Pnm 2;nm 1 (3.15)
Then, the duration of the total m re-communications, denoted by Tmrecom, is given by
Tmrecom =
NX
n0=1
n0X
n1=1
:::
nm 2X
nm 1=1
[PN;n0Pn0;n1 :::Pnm 2;nm 1 (Tn0+Tn1+ :::+Tnm 1)]=Pm 1e (3.16)
where Tnm is the duration which MS re-communicates with n SL errors at the m-th re-
communication. The values of Tnm are pre-defined based on the value of n and the trans-
mission parameters in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. Then, the Tcd after m re-communications,
denoted by Tmcd, is obtained by
Tmcd = Tsync + Tsi f s + Tcom + T
m
recom (3.17)
After m re-communications, the values of Pme and T
m
cd are obtained. The best value
of m is found by running the following algorithm,
1) Initialize m = 1 and define the expected values of Twd and Pthe .
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Table 3.4: Additional parameters for the performance evaluation under error transmissions
based
Parameters Values
TGac channel model D (Indoor environment)
SNR (dB) 17 - 22
Tx/Rx Antennas of MS 4/4
Tx/Rx Antennas of SL 1/1
Tsync (sec) 56
Tbeacon (sec) 56
Tc f end (sec) 52
Tpi f s (sec) 25
Number of SLs (N) 4 - 32
Twd 1 year, 1 hour
Pthe
100, 10 1, 10 2, 10 3 for Twd of 1 year
10 5, 10 6, 10 7, 10 8 for Twd of 1 hour
2) Calculate Pme and T
m
cd by (3.15) and (3.17), respectively.
3) Replace PMe = P
m
e and Tcd = T
m
cd, then check the condition (3.11), if it is satisfied, the
final value of m is approached, otherwise m = m + 1 and go back to 2.
After the final value ofm is approached, the values ofM and Tcd of system are set by the
values of m and Tmcd, respectively. The value of the control duration per SL can be derived
by
TS L = Tcd=N (3.18)
3.5 Control Duration Evaluation Under Error Transmis-
sions Based
In this section, the communication performances under error transmissions based are evalu-
ated. Firstly, we show the numerical formulation results of the TS L for our proposed system.
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Figure 3.12: Packet Error Rate (PER) simulation results for UL and DL of the proposed
system
Then, by using Matlab we show the performance comparison results of the proposed sys-
tem with two conventional systems.
For these evaluations, in addition employing the parameters in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2,
we also add other transmission parameters, which are shown in Table 3.4. The FA working
environment is modelled by the TGac channel D [31], which indicates the indoor envi-
ronment. The Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) is varied from 16 dB to 22 dB. The num-
ber of SLs in the system is varied from 4 to 32. For fair comparisons, the transmis-
sion(Tx)/reception(Rx) antennas of MS and SL are 4/4 and 1/1, respectively, for three
systems. The value of Tsync is used for the iWLAN protocol. The values of Beacon trans-
mission duration (Tbeacon), CF End transmission duration (Tc f end) and Tpi f s are used for the
iPCF protocol.
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Figure 3.13: Numerical results of control duration per SL for the proposed system at the
probability threshold = 1, working duration = 1 year and dierent SNR values
3.5.1 Control Duration Analysis Results
For the numerical evaluation, Twd values are defined to be 1 year and 1 hour and Pthe values
are defined to be 100, 10 1, 10 2, 10 3 for Twd of 1 year and 10 5, 10 6, 10 7, 10 8 for Twd
of 1 hour. The parameter TS L is measured.
In order to perform the numerical evaluation, which is presented in Section 3.4, the
values of PERul and PERdl of the proposed system need to be obtained. By using the PHY
layer simulator with the parameters in the third column of Table 3.1 and in Table 3.2, the
values of PERul and PERdl are obtained as Fig. 3.12. We can see that, for high SNR the
PERul is better than PERdl because the UL frame is shorter than the MU-PDMADL frame.
However, for the low SNR the PERdl is better than PERul because of the diversity gain from
multiple antennas at MS side.
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Figure 3.14: Numerical results of control duration per SL for the proposed system at SNR
= 17 dB, working duration = 1 year and dierent probability threshold values
After the values of Tsync, Tdl, Tul, PERul and PERdl are obtained, the value of TS L of
the proposed system can be found by running the algorithm in Section 3.4. Fig. 3.13 shows
the TS L results at Pthe = 1 and dierent SNR values. The results show that if the SNR is
over 17 dB, with N bigger than 32, the TS L is faster than 100 sec. The performance is
increased with the increase of N because the value of M grows very slightly when N is
increased. Fig. 3.14 and Fig. 3.15 shows the TS L results at SNR = 17 dB for Twd values of
1 year and 1 hour, respectively. The results show that the TS L is faster than 100 sec for the
FA system with N more than 32 and Pthe of 10
 3 in case of Twd of 1 year. The results also
show that the TS L is faster than 100 sec for the FA system with N more than 32 and Pthe of
10 7 in case of Twd of 1 hour. These results indicate our proposed system can achieve the
objectives for fast and safe requirements.
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Figure 3.15: Numerical results of control duration per SL for the proposed system at SNR
= 17 dB, working duration = 1 hour and dierent probability threshold values
3.5.2 Control Duration Simulation Results
For the simulation evaluations, we build the simulators of three systems on Matlab plat-
form. The simulators includes the MAC and PHY layers. The transmission protocols are
controlled by MAC layers and the transmission techniques are controlled by PHY layers.
In each iteration of simulations, MS communicates with N SLs. If there are any SL errors,
MS will re-communicate to those SLs. The value of Tcd is obtained when MS communi-
cates successfully to all SLs, then the value of TS L is calculated by (3.18).
In order to measure performance precisely, we have developed a bit-based PHY layer
simulator, in which the PER of frame transmission is based on the bit error rate (BER) of
each transmitted frame [32]. However, this simulation is so extremely time-consuming that
it is not suitable for evaluating a system during a long operation observation, i.e. a large
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Figure 3.16: Abstract Simulation Model
number of simulation iterations. Therefore, an abstract-PHY model is developed to be able
to provide the accurate performance for such long observation time. The abstract PHY
model is shown in Fig. 3.16. First, the PERul and PERdl of three systems are measured by
PHY simulators. Then, basing on these values of PER, the transmission indication array,
in which “1” indicates an error transmission and “0” indicates a successful transmission, is
generated. For example, an array including 3 elements of “1” and 997 elements of “0” will
be generated if the PER is 310 3. Finally, performance of the system can be evaluated by
the MAC simulator, in which DL and UL transmission statuses are indicated by randomly
picking an element from the transmission indication array that is represented for the ran-
dom transmissions.
Fig. 3.17 shows the simulation results by using the bit-based PHY and the abstracted-
based PHY models with the iteration number of 3000. It indicates that the simulation
results between two models are slightly dierent for all three systems, however the simu-
lation time using the abstracted-based model is faster by 1400 times than that of using the
bit-based one. Thus, the abstracted-based PHY model is employed for our simulations to
evaluate the performance of three systems with the iteration number of 3,000,000, which is
considered as a long observation time.
Fig. 3.18 and Fig. 3.19 show the TS L comparison simulation results among three sys-
tems. We can see that the Prop. system with MU access achieves 100% faster throughput
than the Conv.1 system with only SU access. Our system with the low overhead MU-
PDMA DL scheme also achieves 300% faster throughput than the Conv.2 system with the
critical overhead MU-MIMO DL scheme. The results also indicate that the simulation and
numerical results provide the same performance under the same duration of observation.
Fig. 3.20 shows the SER simulation results of three systems with 32 SLs. The SER is
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Figure 3.17: Control duration per SL comparison between Bit-based and Abstracted-based
PHY models at N = 32
measured by the number of system errors over the total number of iterations of simulation.
For fair SER comparisons, we ignore the sounding procedure in Conv.2 system and we
define the values of Tcd of three systems are the same and equal N  136sec. The value
of 136 sec is the TS L of Conv.1 system under non-error based transmissions. The results
show that the SER of the Prop. system is lower than that of the Conv. systems, e.g. at SNR
of 14 dB, the SER of Prop. system is 3  10 2, meanwhile the SER values of the Conv.
system 1 and Conv. system 2 are 4  10 1 and 1, respectively. From these results, we can
state that the our proposals can provide more safety than the conventional ones.
Fig. 3.21 shows the probabilities of the values of M of the proposed system. The value
of M is obtained when MS communicates successfully to all SLs. When SNR is 17 dB,
the system needs to retransmit up to 5 times to make all communications successful. This
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Figure 3.18: Control duration per SL simulation results at SNR = 17
number is reduced to 3 if the SNR is greater than 19 dB. This value is used to configure the
retransmission number to improve the throughput of the system when the SNR is already
known.
3.6 Summary
A very high throughput FA wireless communication system for robot controls has been
presented in this chapter. We have proposed a synchronous MU round-robin iWLAN trans-
mission protocol. This protocol is applicable for FA communications because it supports
the deterministic feature. Our protocol achieves 100% higher performance than the con-
ventional iPCF protocol because it can support the MU transmissions for both UL and DL.
We have also proposed the low overhead PDMA transmission technique for the MU-DL
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Figure 3.19: Control duration per SL simulation results at N = 32
access. In FA transmissions, this technique has much less overhead than the MU-MIMO
DL technique in SDMA system. Indicated by the simulation results, our system achieves
300% higher throughput than the conventional SDMA system under the same working
constraints. Besides, our approaches also provide lower system error rate than conven-
tional ones. In particular, the control duration per SL in the iWLAN system is faster than
100 sec. Therefore, the proposed schemes can achieve fast and safe performance for FA
communication systems.
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Figure 3.20: System Error Rate (SER) at N = 32
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Chapter 4
iWLAN MAC Hardware Design
4.1 Introduction
The operation of proposed iWLAN transmission protocol, which is presented in Chapter 3,
is directly controlled by the MAC layer. In order to speed up the performance of MAC
processing, the hardware implementation is a proper choice. In this chapter, we propose
the hardware design architectures for MAC layers of MS and SL to perform the proposed
iWLAN transmission protocol. Firstly, in Section 4.2 the MAC hardware design architec-
ture of WLAN system is introduced. Then, in Section 4.3 we propose the MAC hardware
design architectures of the MS for iWLAN system. In the next section, we show the MAC
hardware design architectures of the SL for iWLAN system. In Section 4.5, the hardware
simulation results are shown to prove that our hardware designs work properly. Section 4.6
summaries the content of this chapter.
4.2 WLAN MAC Hardware Design
Fig. 4.1 shows the MAC hardware architecture design of a station in the WLAN system.
The module PM controls the PCF transmission protocol, which is presented in Sec-
tion 2.2.3. Basing on the input CCA signal, PM can detect whether the channel is idle to
start the backo procedure. Tx End, Rx End signals are used to indicate that the last sym-
bol of the frame has been already transmitted/received to/from PHY layer, respectively,
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Figure 4.1: WLAN MAC Hardware Design Architecture
MSDU CRCMAC Header
MPDU
Figure 4.2: MPDU data format
then the SIFS, DIFS, or PIFS counters are started before a new transmission frame can be
processed.
When receiving the HG Start signal from PM module, HG module starts constructing
the pre-CRC MPDU which includes transmitted MAC Header and MSDU data. Then, this
pre-CRC MPDU is sent to CRC module.
Module CG generates a CRC code for the pre-CRC MPDU data received from HG
module. This CRC data is used by the receiver to check received data to see if there are any
bit errors. Then, module CG sends the full MPDU, as indicated in Fig. 4.2 to PT module.
Module PT creates the interface to transmit data from MAC layer to PHY layer. Data
are processed in MAC layer with the MAC clock rate, but in PHY layer they will be pro-
cessed with the lower PHY clock rate. When receiving the Tx Start signal from PM mod-
ule, PT will send the MPDU data to PHY layer with the PHY clock rate. When the last
symbol of the MPDU has been already transmitted to PHY layer, PT module will notify
this information to PM module by the Tx End signal.
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Figure 4.3: iWLAN MAC Hardware Design Architecture of MS
At the receiver side, conversely PR module plays a role of an interface to transmit data
from PHY layer to MAC layer. Data are processed in PHY layer with the PHY clock rate,
but in MAC layer they will be processed with the higher MAC clock rate. The full received
MPDU is sent to CC module for bit error check.
Module CC performs the CRC check to see if the received MPDU is correct. If the
received data is successful, which is indicated by CRC check, the CRC check will send this
result to HC module. The post-CC MPDU which includes received MAC and MSDU data
is also sent to HC module.
Module HC checks to see whether the destination address from MAC data is the ad-
dress of itself. If the address is mapped and CRC check is corrected, then the received
MSDU data will be sent to LLC layer, then the process for new transmission frame, such
as acknowledgement, is started. Otherwise, Rx Error Indication is notified to PM module
so that PM module does not perform any process related to this error received data.
4.3 Proposed iWLAN MAC Hardware Design for Master
Fig. 4.3 shows the MAC hardware architecture design of MS in the iWLAN system to per-
form the transmission protocol which is presented in Section 3.2. The functions of modules
HG, CG, PT, PR, CC and HC are similar to those of WLAN system, which are presented
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in Section 4.2. The dierences between WLAN and iWLAN systems come from the iPM,
SCH, MG and MC modules. Besides, in our proposed iWLAN protocol, MS can receive
up to four packets sent by four dierent SLs at the same time, then there are four parallel
operating streams of PR, CC and HC modules on the receiver side on the MAC HW design
of the MS.
Module SCH provides information about SLs for next SYNC or DL frame transmis-
sions based on the round-robin mechanism. This module also keeps reception information
including PHY reception errors, CRC errors, which are indicated by the Rx Error Indication
from HC module, for next retransmissions.
Module MG is used to generate the FA-MSDU for DL-MPDU and SYNC-MPDU data,
which are shown in Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5. An FA-MSDU for DL-MPDU frame can load the
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data of maximum 4 users. The MU-MSDU is explained in Section 3.2.2. The MSDU and
SFH data are read from Tx Memory. Meanwhile the PTP data, which are piggybacked by
SYNC and DL frames, are obtained from the PTP module, are presented in the next Chap-
ter. Then, the MAC header and FA-MSDU data are sent to HG module for next processing
presented in Section 4.2.
After doing the header check, four parallel received FA-MSDUs, whose formats are
shown in Fig. 4.6, are sent to the MC module. MC module checks to see whether the re-
ceived FA-MSDUs are the expected data corresponding to the previous DL transmission
packet. Then, the MSDU data and PTP data of each users are extracted to write in to Rx
Memory.
The transmission protocol at the MS side is controlled by the PM module whose state
machine is indicated in Fig. 4.7.
State 1. A new control duration is started.
State 2. After receiving the SYNC Tx Request from SCHmodule, PM starts count-
ing SIFS duration and issues the MG Start and HG Start signals to MG and HG modules,
respectively, for SYNC data generation.
State 3. After SIFS duration elapses, PM issues the Tx Start signal to PT module
for SYNC transmission.
State 4. After SYNC transmission is finished, that is indicated by Tx End, PM
starts counting another SIFS duration. During this counting, if PM module receives the
DL Tx Request from SCH module, it issues the MG Start and HG Start signals to MG
and HG modules, respectively, for DL data generation. PM module also transfers the in-
formation of SLs of next DL transmission from SCH module to MG module for DL data
generation. If PM module does not receive the DL Tx Request from SCH module after
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SIFS duration elapses, PM will return to State 1.
State 5. After SIFS duration elapses, PM issues the Tx Start signal to PT module
for DL transmission.
State 6. After DL transmission is finished, that is indicated by Tx End, PM starts
counting another SIFS duration.
State 7. After SIFS duration elapses, PM starts counting an UL reception duration.
During this duration, the receiver side of MS waits and receives the UL frame, which is
sent from SL. When the UL reception duration elapses, PM returns to State 4.
4.4 Proposed iWLAN MAC Hardware Design for Slave
Fig. 4.8 shows the MAC hardware architecture design of SL in the iWLAN system to per-
form the transmission protocol which is presented in Section 3.2. The functions of modules
HG, CG, PT, PR, CC and HC are similar to those of WLAN system, which is presented in
Section 4.2. Although the SL has also the four same modules iPM, SCH, MG and MC as
the MS, but their functions are dierent. Besides, there is only one operating stream of PR,
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Figure 4.8: iWLAN MAC Hardware Design Architecture of SL
CC and HC modules on the receiver side on the MAC HW design of the SL.
Module SCH obtains the reception information that includes PHY reception errors,
CRC errors which are indicated by the Rx Error Indication signal from HCmodule and the
address mapping of the destination MSDUwhich is indicated by the My MSDU Indication
signal from the MC module. If there are no reception errors and successful address map-
ping, SCH module will issue the Tx Request to the iPM module for UL response transmis-
sion. Otherwise, there is not any operation performed by SCH module.
Module MG is used to generate the FA-MSDU for UL-MPDU, which is shown in
Fig. 4.6. The MSDU is the acknowledgement data to notify MS that its previous DL frame
is successfully received. The MSDU data are read from Tx Memory. Meanwhile the PTP
data, which is piggybacked by UL frame, is obtained from the PTP module, which is pre-
sented in the next Chapter. Then, the MAC header and FA-MSDU data are sent to HG
module for the next processing presented in Section 4.2.
After doing the header check, the received FA-MSDUs, whose formats are shown in
Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.4 for received SYNC and DL frames, respectively, are sent to the MC
module. For the received SYNC frame, MC module extracts the MSDU data to write into
Rx Memory and the PTP data to push into the PTP module. For the received DL frame,
basing on the User Address fields in the SFH1, SFH2, SFH3 or SFH4, if one of these ad-
dresses and the address of SL are mapped, its following MSDU will be extracted to write
into Rx Memory. The PTP data is also extracted to push into the PTP module if these
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addresses are mapped. Then, MC module sends the My MSDU Indication signal to notify
the received status.
The transmission protocol at the SL side is controlled by the PM module whose state
machine is indicated in Fig. 4.9.
State 1: PM waits and receives DL frame.
State 2: After receiving the Rx End signal from PR module, PM starts counting
SIFS duration. If SL receives a successful DL frame, PM will receive an UL Tx Request
from SCH to issue the MG Start and HG Start signals to MG and HG modules, respec-
tively, for UL data generation.
State 3: After SIFS duration elapses, PM issues the Tx Start signal to PT module
for UL transmission. After UL transmission is finished, that is indicated by Tx End signal,
PM returns to the State 1.
4.5 Hardware Simulation Results
The MAC hardware systems of MS and SL are synthesized by using the Altera Stratix IV
FPGA (EP4SE820-F43C3). The costs of FPGA resources for MS and SL are reported in
Table 4.1. The hardware resources of MS cost more than those of SL since there are four
received hardware streams for parallel processing in MS.
In order to verify the transmission protocol, which is controlled by MAC layers of
MS and SL, a communication system including MS and eight SLs is built as Fig. 4.10. In
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Table 4.1: FPGA utilization of MAC hardware system
FPGA resources MS SL
Combinational ALUTs 33,248 (5%) 27,913 (4%)
Registers 14,714 (2%) 8,154 (1%)
Block memory bits 2,555,904 (11%) 2,359,296 (10%)
DSP block 18-bits elements 12 (1%) 12 (1%)
this system, the PHY-DUMMY module is used to model the PHY layer to generate the
appropriate transmission and reception signals to MAC layer. This module is also used
to generate dummy errors caused by transmission medium such as unsupported rate, for-
mat violation, carrier lost and data error for verification purpose. TX-MEMORY and RX-
MEMORY are used to store the data which are accessed by MAC during the transmission
and reception, respectively.
Fig. 4.11 shows the transmission protocol hardware simulation results between the MS
and SL 1 using ModelSim SE. After receiving SYNC transmission request from SCHmod-
ule to start a new control duration that is indicated by (1), PM generates a starting trans-
mission signal (2) after an SIFS duration. When SYNC transmission is finished (3), MS
receives the request to transmit a DL frame to SL (4), then it prepares data to send to SL
after another SIFS duration (5). (6) indicates that DL transmission of MS is finished. At
SL, after receiving SYNC frame (7), it only gets the data without any response. However,
after receiving the DL frame (8), SL requests to send UL response (9), then UL data are
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Figure 4.11: Transmission protocol simulation results of the MAC hardware implementa-
tion between MS and SL1
transmitted to MS after SIFS duration (10). (11) indicates that the UL transmission opera-
tion of SL is finished. When MS finishes receiving data from SL (12), it starts transmitting
another DL frame.
Fig. 4.12 shows the hardware simulation results for the iWLAN communication pro-
tocol between MS and 8 SLs. In this simulation, there is no any transmission error. During
the Control Duration 1, MS firstly sends the SYNC frame to all SLs, then MS continues
sending the DL frame to the SLs 1-4. After successfully receiving the DL frame, the SLs
1-4 send the UL frames to MS. After receiving the UL frames from SLs 1-4, MS continues
sending the DL frame to the SLs 5-8. After successfully receiving the DL frame, the SLs
5-8 send the UL frames to MS. After successfully communicating with all SLs, MS waits
until the Control Duration 1 elapses, then starts the next Control Duration.
Fig. 4.13 shows also the hardware simulation results for the iWLAN communication
protocol between MS and 8 SLs. But, in this simulation, there is an error at the first UL
transmission of SL1. During the Control Duration 1, MS firstly sends the SYNC frame
to all SLs, then MS continues sending the DL frame to the SLs 1-4. After successfully
receiving the DL frame, the SLs 1-4 send the UL frames to MS. Since there is an error at
the UL transmission of SL1, MS only successfully receives the UL frames from SLs 2-4.
After receiving the UL frames, MS continues sending the DL frame to the SLs 5-8. After
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Figure 4.12: Transmission protocol simulation results of the MAC hardware implementa-
tion between MS and SL1-8, in case no transmission error
successfully receiving the DL frame, the SLs 5-8 send the UL frames to MS. After receiv-
ing the UL frames, MS retransmits the DL frame to SL1. After successfully receiving the
DL frame, SL1 retransmits the UL frame. After successfully communicating with all SLs,
MS waits until the Control Duration 1 elapses, then starts the next Control Duration.
These above simulation results indicate that the operation of the MAC hardware im-
plementation is exactly the same as the expected operation of our proposed transmission
protocol.
4.6 Summary
In order to speed up theMAC processing latency, in this chapter we have proposed the hard-
ware design architectures for MAC layers of MS and SL to perform the proposed iWLAN
transmission protocol. First, the MAC hardware design architecture of WLAN system has
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Figure 4.13: Transmission protocol simulation results of the MAC hardware implementa-
tion between MS and SL 1-8, in case UL transmission error of SL1
been introduced. Then, we have proposed the MAC hardware design architectures of MS
and SL for iWLAN system. Finally, the hardware simulation results have been shown to
prove that our hardware designs work properly.
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Chapter 5
PTP Time Synchronization Protocol for
iWLAN System
5.1 Introduction
An iWLAN communication network consists of one MS and several SLs whose clocks
need to be synchronized. The MS node provides the reference clock, and the SL nodes
synchronize their clocks with the reference clock. The precise synchronization makes the
communications between the MS and SLs successfully and reliably. If the clocks of these
devices are not synchronized, the transmission errors may occur, then the operations of
whole FA system could be failed. To achieve high accuracy synchronization, various tech-
niques have been investigated for many years.
The NTP is a popular protocol for the computer synchronization in networks. It has
been developed and widely employed for more than 30 years. The NTP, which is a layered
SL-MS technique based on User Datagram Protocol (UDP) messages, synchronizes the
clocks of MS and SLs in a hierarchical order to prevent many SL clocks from accessing
one MS clock at the same time. NTP synchronization provides a time accuracy at the mil-
lisecond level, which is enough for non-time critical communication systems. However,
the NTP technique does not meet the high precision requirements for FA communication
systems, where only the sub-microsecond level of synchronization errors is allowed.
The GPS is the technique in which SLs can receive synchronization information through
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the GPS satellites [33]. GPS time synchronization can provide the accuracy of 10-20
nanoseconds. However, it requires strict line-of-sight connections to the GPS satellites
that cannot meet in the factory environments. In addition, the GPS is an expensive tech-
nique.
The emerging alternative to NTP is the PTP, also known as IEEE 1588. In PTP, the
messages, which carry the timestamps information, are exchanged between MS and SLs
in the network to synchronize their clocks. The IEEE 1588 PTP oers the accuracy of the
time synchronization in sub-microsecond level, therefore this technique is suitable for FA
communication systems. Besides, the implementation of the PTP technique is simpler than
that of the GPS technique, therefore it makes PTP method more cost-ecient. For the FA
communication control system, the requirement of the synchronization accuracy is higher,
therefore several approaches have been proposed to enhance the clock synchronization ac-
curacy with IEEE 1588 PTP protocol.
For the clock frequency drift, in [34] the author has shown the eects of clock frequency
drift on the synchronization errors. In [35], the author has presented a method to compen-
sate the drift of SL clock by exchange of messages with asymmetric communication path
without additional communication cost. However, the disadvantage of this method is to use
the timestamps information of the previous synchronization period for the current synchro-
nization period.
There are also many eorts to mitigate the asymmetric delays between DL and UL
paths that introduce the error oset of PTP protocol. In [36]-[37], the authors have at-
tempted to remove the asymmetric path delays by appending an additional block burst of
messages which is used to calculate the asymmetric ratio. The disadvantages of these meth-
ods are to append the additional exchange messages to the conventional PTP protocol. In
[38], without any additional message exchange or the protocol overhead and by assuming
that the path delays depend only on the size of transmission frames and transmission data
rates, the author can calculate the asymmetric ratio, then remove the asymmetric delays
factor. However, we have observed that if the timestamps are obtained at the last symbol of
transmitted and received frames, the path delays do not depend on the size of transmission
frames and transmission data rates. In [39], for the unpredictable packet delay variation on
timing packets and without changing the message exchange or the protocol overhead, the
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author has applied two layers - filter model, called Delay Asymmetric Correction (DAC)
model, to measure the oset value. This model uses the pre-defined boundary conditions
for the asymmetric delay filter that is based on statistics of the frame exchange transmis-
sions. The weak point of this approach is to use the pre-defined parameters for the filters.
These parameters are hard to obtained when the communication system is in the process of
designing.
The PTP technique is widely employed for not only wired networks but also wireless
networks, such asWLANs. In [40], the author has proposed a hardware timestamps method
to get the accuracy timing information for the PTP synchronization in the WLAN system.
In this system, the conventional PTP synchronization with four message exchanges is sep-
arated with the transmissions of the WLAN data. The communication overhead of frame
headers of these four message exchanges causes the throughput of the WLAN system slow
when the synchronization period is short. Therefore, conventional PTP message exchanges
are not suitable for the fast iWLAN communication system.
In order to enhance the accuracy of the PTP synchronization for our iWLAN commu-
nication system, we propose an approach to remove the drift factor of frequency of crystal
oscillators on the MS and SL clocks without any additional message exchanges added to
the conventional PTP protocol. The simulation results show that our approach can improve
the synchronization accuracy about 100 nanoseconds as compared with the conventional
PTP protocol. In addition, the PTP message exchanges are proposed to aggregate with the
iWLAN data transmissions to reduce approximately 100 microseconds to make this PTP
protocol applicable for the fast iWLAN systems.
This chapter is organized as follow. Section 5.2 provides the approach to enhance the
accuracy for the PTP protocol. Section 5.3 shows the proposed low overhead PTP message
exchanges for the fast iWLAN system. Then, in Section 5.4 we show the simulation results.
Finally, Section 5.5 gives summaries of this chapter.
5.2 Proposed PTP Protocol
In the synchronization communication system using the PTP protocol, MS clock serves
as the reference clock and SL clocks have to trace the timing of the MS clock based on
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Figure 5.1: Conventional PTP frame exchanges
the PTP synchronization protocol. The clock synchronization between the MS and the SL
can be done by the exchange of timing messages which are stamped at the MS and SLs.
The PTP exchanged messages to synchronize the SL clock to the MS clock are shown in
Fig. 5.1. The frequencies of the MS and SL clocks during the synchronization period are
denoted by f MSCLK and f
S L
CLK , respectively. foset is defined as the frequency oset between SL
and MS clocks, then we have,
foset = f S LCLK   f MSCLK (5.1)
The normalized frequency oset (or the clock drift factor) is thus
a =
foset
f S LCLK
=
f S LCLK   f MSCLK
f S LCLK
(5.2)
PTP synchronization procedure has been shown in Section 2.3.3. The timing oset
between SL clock and MS clock is obtained by following expressions
tS L1 = t
MS
0 + DM2S + a  (tS L1   tS L0 ) + Of f set (5.3)
tMS3 = t
S L
2 + DS 2M   a  (tS L2   tS L0 )   Of f set (5.4)
where,
DM2S and DS 2M are the communication path delays from the MS to SL and from
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the SL to MS, respectively.
tS L0 is the time of SL clock when the t
MS
0 is stamped at MS,
tS L0 = t
MS
0 + Of f set (5.5)
In the conventional PTP protocol, the communication path delay from the MS to SL
and the communication path delay from the MS to SL are assumed to be symmetric, i.e.
DS 2M = DM2S . Besides, the clock drift factor is ignored (a = 0), i.e. the value of fo f f set is
equal to 0. Then, the value of Oset is derived by
Of f set = [(tS L1   tMS0 )   (tMS3   tS L2 )]=2 (5.6)
In the conventional PTP protocol, the value of f S LCLK is expected to be identical with the
value of f MSCLK . However, in reality due to the impact of aging or environmental variations,
e.g., temperature, pressure and voltage on the stability of the crystal oscillators, the values
of f S LCLK and f
MS
CLK are not identical. The clock drift factor a in (5.2) causes the dierence
time between MS and SL clocks. The value of Oset is a function of the clock drift factor.
The Oset error is increased by this drift factor. This drift factor is proportional to the
length of synchronization period. Therefore, the Oset error is also proportional to the
length of synchronization period.
During the operation, we cannot measure the variations of f MSCLK and f
S L
CLK values, then
the value of a cannot be determined by (5.2). However, this value can be determined by our
removing clock drift approach without any additional message exchanges. The approach is
shown in Fig. 5.2.
In order to remove the eect of the clock drift factor on the accuracy of PTP protocol,
we add two additional time stamps into the conventional PTP protocol. We do not append
any additional message exchanges into the conventional PTP protocol. The procedure of
the time synchronization also includes 8 steps:
1. MS sends a Sync message to the SL. MS stamps and stores the time tMS0 at the
moment which the Sync message is completed to send out.
2. SL receives the Sync message transmitted from the MS. SL stamps and stores
the time tS L1 at the moment which the Sync message is completed to receive.
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Figure 5.2: Improve PTP frame exchanges
3. MS sends a Follow up message containing the value of the time stamp tMS0 to
the SL. MS stamps and stores the time tMSd0 at the moment which the Follow up message
is completed to send out. SL receives and stores the time stamp tMS0 . SL also stamps and
stores the time tS Ld1 at the moment which the Follow up message is completed to receive.
4. SL sends the Delay Req message to the MS. SL stamps and stores the time tS L2
at the moment which the Delay Req message is completed to send out.
5. MS receives the Delay Req message transmitted from the SL. MS stamps and
stores the time tMS3 at the moment which the Delay Req message is completed to receive.
6. MS sends a Delay Resp message containing the values of the time stamp tMSd0 and
tMS3 to the SL. The SL receives and stores the time stamp t
MS
d0 and t
MS
3 .
7. SL calculates the timing oset between its clock and MS clock by following
analysis
We notice that the synchronization period in our iWLAN system is very short (about
10 milliseconds), therefore the clock drift factor during this period can be considered a
constant. After obtaining the values of tMS0 , t
MS
0d t
S L
1 and t
S L
1d from the frame exchanges, we
obtain the following equations,
tS L1 = t
MS
0 + DM2S + a  (tS L1   tS L0 ) + Of f set (5.7)
tS L1d = t
MS
0d + DM2S + a  (tS L1d   tS L0 ) + Of f set (5.8)
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From (5.7) and (5.8), we obtain the clock drift factor a by
a = 1   t
MS
0d   tMS0
tS L1d   tS L1
(5.9)
We also have,
tS L1 = t
MS
0 + DM2S + a  (tS L1   tS L0 ) + Of f set (5.10)
tMS3 = t
S L
2 + DS 2M   a  (tS L2   tS L0 )   Of f set (5.11)
where, the value of a is obtained from (5.9).
From (5.10) and (5.11), we obtain
(tS L1   tMS0 )   (tMS3   tS L2 ) + (DS 2M   DM2S ) = a  (tS L1 + tS L2 )   2  tS L0 + 2 Of f set (5.12)
From (5.5) and (5.12), we obtain
Of f set =
(tS L1   tMS0 )   (tMS3   tS L2 ) + (DS 2M   DM2S )
2  (1   a)  
a  (tS L1 + tS L2   2  tMS0 )
2  (1   a) (5.13)
To be the same as the conventional PTP protocol, in our proposed PTP protocol we also
assume that the DL path delay and UL path delay are identical, i.e. DM2S = DS 2M. Thus,
the Oset, which is obtained after the clock drift factor is determined, is
Of f set =
(tS L1   tMS0 )   (tMS3   tS L2 )
2  (1   a)  
a  (tS L1 + tS L2   2  tMS0 )
2  (1   a) (5.14)
8. The SL clock is synchronized to the MS clock by calibrating its clock with the
value of measured Oset in (5.14). The synchronization process is repeated after a fixed
period.
5.3 Proposed Low Overhead PTP Message Exchanges
In Section 3.2, we have proposed an advanced synchronous access round-robin iWLAN
communication protocol for fast and safe communications in factory automation systems.
In this section, we show a method to reduce the overhead of PTP message exchanges to
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Figure 5.4: PTP message exchanges on iWLAN protocol
make the PTP protocol compatible with our fast iWLAN communication protocol. Our
method is shown in Fig. 5.3. The sequence operations of the ith synchronization period
includes 3 steps:
Step 1: MS starts the ith synchronization period by sending a packet, called (SYNC
+ DRP), to the SL. This packet is comprised of the synchronization data (SYNC) of the
current ith synchronization period and the Delay Response data (DRP), which carries the
information of tMSd0 and t
MS
3 of the previous i   1th PTP synchronization period.
Step 2: After a SIFS duration, MS transmits another packet, called (DATADL + FU ),
to the SL. This packet is comprised of the control data (DATADL), which is used to control
operations of the SL, and the Follow Up data (FU), which carries the information of tMS0
of the current ith PTP synchronization period.
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Figure 5.5: iWLAN transmission with aggregated PTP frame formats
Step 3: When SL successfully receives the (DATADL + FU ) packet, it will transmit
the (DATAUL + DRQ) packet to the MS after another SIFS duration. This packet is com-
prised of the responded data DATAUL, which is used to respond to the DATADL and the
Delay Request data (DRQ), which carries the Delay Request information of the current ith
PTP synchronization period.
The values of the tMSd0 and t
MS
3 of the current i
th PTP synchronization period will be
obtained from the (SYNC + DRP) packet of the next current i + 1th PTP synchronization
period.
Fig. 5.4 shows how the timestamps are stamped and exchanged between the MS and
SL during the ith PTP synchronization period. The value of Oset on the ith period can be
measured after SL receives the (SYNC + DRP) packet of the i + 1th period.
Instead of separating the iWLAN control data and PTP data into two dierent trans-
missions, we aggregate them into one frame transmission. The formats of SYNC, DL and
UL frames are shown in Fig. 5.5. For the SYNC frame, the payload contains the iWLAN
MSDU data and the PTP Sync and Delay Response messages. For the DL frame, the pay-
load contains the iWLAN MU-MSDU data and the PTP Follow Up message. For the UL
frame, the payload contains the iWLANMSDU data and the PTP Delay Request message.
The overheads caused by PHY and MAC headers of the separated PTP data transmis-
sions are critical when the synchronization period is short. By these aggregations, these
critical communication overheads are removed. The comparisons of overheads between
de-aggregation and aggregation transmissions are shown in Table 5.1.
From the comparisons, we can see that the transmission overheads caused by PHY and
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Table 5.1: Transmission Overheads Comparison
PHY and MAC header overheads De-aggregation Aggregation
PTP Sync Yes Yes
PTP Follow Up Yes No
PTP Delay Request Yes No
PTP Delay Response Yes No
iWLAN DL Yes Yes
iWLAN UL Yes Yes
MAC headers of the Follow Up, Delay Request, Delay Response messages are removed
from the proposed aggregation transmissions. Therefore, we can save 50% of transmission
overheads from MAC and PHY headers, that is approximately 100 sec.
5.4 Time Synchronization Accuracy Evaluations
In this section, we show the simulation results to prove that our proposed approach can
achieve higher accuracy than the conventional PTP protocol. The PTP system for our
simulations is shown in Fig. 5.6. This system includes a Master and a Slave. For PTP
protocol, the full hardware timestamps are implemented at the red points in Fig. 5.6. The
values of t0 and t2 are stamped after the last symbols of Tx frames are sent out to channel
by the PHY layers of MS and SL, respectively. These timestamped positions of t0 and
t2 help PTP to remove all delays on the Tx paths such as Tx queuing buer delays, Tx
hardware processing latency. Meanwhile, the values of t1 and t3 are stamped after the last
symbols of the Rx frames are successfully received by the MAC layers of SL and MS,
respectively. The timestamped positions of t1 and t3 help PTP to remove the unreliable
received data because the CRC of these received data have been already done at the MAC
layer. Besides, the MAC and PHY layers in our iWLAN system have been successfully
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implemented in full hardware [41], then the asymmetric path delays caused by the Rx
hardware processing latencies on MS and SL can be easily determined. By these hardware
timestamp implementations, the value of measured Oset is more reliable and accurate.
The parameters of the system are described in Table 5.2. The PHY layer simulator is
built based on the IEEE 802.11ac standard. Transmission channel is modelled as an indoor
working environment. The frequencies of both MS and SL clocks are 50 MHz. Clock drifts
are -20 ppm and 20 ppm for MS clock and SL clock, respectively.
In order to compare the accuracy of our PTP approaches with the conventional PTP
protocol, the values of the oset error (OsetError) of these approaches are measured and
compared. The value of OsetError is introduced by
Of f setError = jTrueO f f set   MeasuredO f f setj (5.15)
where,
The values of MeasuredOset are obtained by (5.6) and (5.14) for the conventional
PTP and proposed PTP approaches, respectively.
The values of TrueOset are obtained from the dierence time between the MS and
SL clocks at the beginning of the synchronization period. We notice that the SL clock is
adjusted on each of synchronization period based on the value ofMeasuredOset after this
value is obtained.
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Table 5.2: Simulation parameters
Parameters Values
PHY layer simulator 802.11ac
Bandwith (MHz) 80
Modulation QPSK
Coding rate 1/2
TGac channel model D (Indoor environment)
MS Clock (MHz) 50
SL Clock (MHz) 50
MS Clock Drift (ppm) -20
SL Clock Drift (ppm) 20
Synchronization Period (ms) 10
The simulation results of the OsetError are shown in Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8 for the con-
ventional PTP and proposed PTP protocols, respectively. In the conventional PTP protocol,
the OsetError is caused by the clock drift factor and the asymmetric delays between DL
and UL paths. In the proposed PTP approach, the OsetError is reduced because the clock
drift factor is removed. We can see that the maximumOsetError value of the conventional
PTP protocol is 250 nanoseconds, meanwhile this value of the proposed approach is 150
nanoseconds. Therefore our proposed approach has improved the time synchronization ac-
curacy of 100 nanoseconds.
The simulation histogram results of the OsetError are shown in Fig. 5.9 and Fig. 5.10
for the conventional PTP and proposed PTP protocols, respectively. We also can see that
the mean value of the OsetError of the convention PTP protocol is approximately 100
nanoseconds, meanwhile the mean value of the OsetError of the proposed PTP protocol
is approximately 0 nanoseconds. Therefore our proposed approach has improved the time
synchronization accuracy of 100 nanoseconds.
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Figure 5.7: Oset Error of the conventional PTP protocol
5.5 Summary
An improved PTP used to synchronize clocks in iWLAN communication systems has been
presented. In this chapter, in order to enhance the accuracy of the PTP synchronization, we
have provided an approach to remove the drift factor of frequency of crystal oscillators on
the MS and SL clocks without any additional message exchanges added to the conventional
PTP protocol. The simulation results show that our approach can improve the synchroniza-
tion accuracy of 100 nanoseconds, as compared with the conventional PTP protocol. In
addition, the PTP message exchanges are proposed to aggregate with the iWLAN data
transmissions to reduce approximately 100 sec to make this PTP protocol applicable for
the fast iWLAN systems. Besides, we have also provided the positions for the hardware
timestampings to reduce the asymmetric delay between DL and UL paths for more reliable
and accurate time synchronizations.
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Figure 5.8: Oset Error of the proposed PTP approach
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Figure 5.9: Histogram of Oset Error of the conventional PTP protocol
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Figure 5.10: Histogram of Oset Error of the proposed PTP approach
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Chapter 6
PTP Hardware Design for iWLAN
System
6.1 Introduction
In order to reduce the synchronization errors caused by software-based timestamped tech-
niques and the timestamped positions for the PTP time synchronization, which is presented
in Chapter 5, in this chapter we propose the hardware-based timestamped technique with
the proper timestamped positions to implement the PTP time synchronization. Firstly, in
Section 6.2 we show the hardware design of PTP module for MS. In this Section, the
MAC-PTP integrated hardware architecture for MS is presented, then the detailed hard-
ware design architectures of PTP of MS and its Finite State Machine (FSM) are explained.
Secondly, in Section 6.3 we show the hardware design of PTP module for SL. In this Sec-
tion, the MAC-PTP integrated hardware architecture for SL is presented, then the detailed
hardware design architectures of PTP of SL and its FSM are explained. Next Section shows
the hardware simulation results to prove their functions work properly. Finally, we sum-
mary this chapter.
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Figure 6.1: MAC and PTP Architecture of MS
6.2 Master PTP Hardware Design
The MAC-PTP integrated hardware architecture for MS is shown in Fig. 6.1. The MAC
hardware design of MS has been presented in Section 4.3. The input and output of the PTP
module are directly accessed from/to the MAC hardware design. The PTP Tx Data is used
to send the information of the SYNC + Delay Response message, which carries the times-
tamped t3, or the Follow Up message, which carries the timestamped t0, to the MG mod-
ule of MAC layer. The SYNC + Delay Response message is piggybacked by the SYNC
MPDU frame, meanwhile the Follow Up message is piggybacked by the DLMPDU frame.
These DL MPDU and SYNC MPDU frames have been shown in Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5, re-
spectively. The PTP Tx Data is generated and output to MGmodule when the PTP module
receives the PTP Gen Request signal from MG module. The PTP Rx Data carries the in-
formation of the Delay Request message, which is piggybacked by the received UL frame.
This PTP Rx Data is sent from the MC module of MAC layer. The source addresses of the
PTP Rx Data, i.e. the addresses of the UL transmitters, are indicated by the Rx User Infor
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Figure 6.3: Sync+Delay Response message format
signal. Since there are up to four received UL frames from four dierent SLs, then they are
signalled by Rx User Infor[1:4]. MC module also sends the RX Success Indication signal
to notify to PTPmodule to knowwhether the received data is successful or not. The Tx End
signal is sent from PT module to notify to PTP module to know when the last symbol of
the SYNC frame is sent out to the medium. This Tx End signal is used for t0 timestamping.
The ControlDuration End and Rx Duration Done signals are sent from the SCH module.
The ControlDuration End signal is used to indicate when the control duration elapses and
the Rx Duration Done signal is used to indicate when the UL reception duration elapses.
The PTP hardware design architecture of MS is shown in Fig. 6.2. The functions of
each module are explained as follows:
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Table 6.1: Message Type values
Message Type Values
Sync 0000
Follow Up 0001
Delay Request 0010
Delay Response 0011
PTP TIMER: Counting timer at MS.
PTP TIMESTAMP MEMORY: Keeping the timestamped t0 and t3.
PTP SEQUENCE ID GEN: PTP sequence ID is the sequence number of current
control duration, i.e. the sequence number of current synchronization period. When the FA
iWLAN system is started, this ID is set to 1. After each control duration, this ID will be
increased by 1, that is controlled by the Increase ID signal from FSM module.
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PTP MESSAGE GEN: If receiving the PTP Tx SYNC Data Gen signal from
FSM module, the PTP MESSAGE GEN module will generate the Sync+Delay Response
message, whose format is shown in Fig. 6.3. If receiving the PTP Tx DL Data Gen signal
from FSM module, the PTP MESSAGE GEN module will generate the Follow Up mes-
sage, whose format is shown in Fig. 6.4. The information of Sequence ID is gotten from the
PTP SEQUENCE ID GENmodule. The information of timestamped t0 and t3 are got from
the PTP TIMESTAMP MEMORYmodule. The information of Message Type is described
in Table 6.1. After the Sync+Delay Response and Follow Up messages are generated, they
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are carried by the PTP Tx Data to the MG module of the MAC layer for generating FA-
MSDU of SYNC and DL frames, respectively. When receiving the T0 Stamping Request
signal from FSMmodule, PTP MESSAGE GENwill send a T0 Stamping signal to PTP Timer
to get the timestamped t0, then write this timestamped to PTP TIMESTAMP MEMORY
module.
PTP MESSAGE CHECK: When receiving the T3 Stamping Request signal from
FSM module, PTP MESSAGE CHECK will send a T3 Stamping signal to PTP Timer to
get the timestamped t3 for the SLs whose information is indicated by the PTP Rx Data and
Rx User Infor[1:4], then write these timestamped to PTP TIMESTAMP MEMORY mod-
ule.
FSM: Managing the sequence operations of PTP module. This FSM is shown in
Fig. 6.6. Its state sequences are explained as follows:
State 1. A new Control Duration is started when the PTP Start signal is active
or the current Control Duration is ended. The PTP Sequence ID is increased by 1 in this
state. If there is an PTP Gen Request being active, it will move to State 2.
State 2. It issues the PTP Tx SYNC Data Gen signal to PTP MESSAGE GEN
module for generating the Sync+Delay Response message, then transmitting toMAC layer.
If it receives Tx End signal, it will issue T0 Stamping Request to PTP MESSAGE GEN
module. If there is another PTP Gen Request being active, it will move to State 3.
State 3. It issues the PTP Tx DL Data Gen signal to PTP MESSAGE GEN
module for generating the Follow Up message, then transmitting to MAC layer. If there is
Tx End being active, it will move to State 4.
State 4. It waits for UL reception. If successfully receiving UL, that is indicated
by Rx Success Indicate, it will issue a T3 Stamping Request to PTP MESSAGE CHECK
module, then move back to State 3. If the reception duration elapses, that is indicated by the
Rx Duration Done signal, but failing to receive UL, it will move back to State 3 without
issuing any stamping request.
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6.3 Slave PTP Hardware Design
The MAC-PTP integrated hardware architecture for SL is shown in Fig. 6.7. The MAC
hardware design of MS has been presented in Section 4.4. The input and output of the PTP
module are directly accessed from/to the MAC hardware design. The PTP Tx Data is used
to send the information of the Delay Request message to the MG module of MAC layer.
The Delay Request message is piggybacked by the UL MPDU frame. This UL MPDU
frame has been shown in Fig. 4.6. The PTP Tx Data is generated and output to MG mod-
ule when the PTP module receives the PTP Gen Request signal from MG module. The
PTP Rx Data carries the information of the Sync+Delay Response and Follow Up mes-
sages, which are piggybacked by the received SYNC and DL frames, respectively. This
PTP Rx Data is sent from the MC module of MAC layer. MC module also sends the
RX SYNC Success Indication and RX DL Success Indication signals to notify to PTP
module to know whether the received data are successful or not. The Tx End signal is
sent from PT module to notify to PTP module to know when the last symbol of the SYNC
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Figure 6.8: PTP Hardware Design of SL
frame is sent out to the medium. This Tx End signal is used for t2 timestamping. The Con-
trolDuration End is sent from the SCH module. The ControlDuration End signal is used
to indicate when the control duration elapses.
The PTP hardware design architecture of SL is shown in Fig. 6.8. The functions of
each module are explained as follows:
PTP TIMER: Counting timer at SL. On each Control Duration, it will be calibrated
by the Timing Oset value from the OFFSET CALCULATION module.
PTP TIMESTAMP MEMORY: Keeping the timestamped t0, t1, t2 and t3.
RECEPTION INDICATION: Basing on the values of Rx SYNC Success Indicate
signal and Rx DL Success Indicate signal, this module will issue the corresponding read
enable Rx SYNC PTP Data Rd or Rx DL PTP Data Rd to the RX PTP DATA MEMORY.
RX PTP DATA MEMORY: Buering the PTP Rx Data coming from theMCmod-
ule of MAC layer. This data will be read out when receiving an indication from the RE-
CEPTION INDICATION module.
PTP MESSAGE GEN: If receiving the PTP Tx UL Data Gen signal from FSM
module, the PTP MESSAGE GENmodule will generate the Delay Request message, whose
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format is shown in Fig. 6.5. The information of Message Type is described in Table 6.1.
After generation, the Delay Request message is carried by the PTP Tx Data to the MG
module of theMAC layer for FA-MSDU generation. When PTP MESSAGE GEN receives
T2 Stamping Request signal from FSM module, it will send a T2 Stamping to PTP Timer
to get the timestamped t2, then write this timestamp to PTP TIMESTAMP MEMORY.
PTP MESSAGE CHECK: When receiving the T1 Stamping Request signal from
FSM module, PTP MESSAGE CHECK will send a T1 Stamping signal to PTP Timer
to get the timestamped t1, then write this timestamped to PTP TIMESTAMP MEMORY
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module. When receiving a request T0 Receive or T3 Receive, it will extract the times-
tamped t0 or t3, respectively, from the input Rx PTP Data Out, then write these timestamps
to PTP TIMESTAMP MEMORY module.
OFFSET CALCULATION: When receiving the Oset Calculation Request signal
from FSM, OFFSET CALCULATION will read the timestamped t0, t1, t2 and t3 from
PTP TIMESTAMP MEMORYmodule to calculate the Timing Oset value, then send this
value to PTP TIMER for the oset calibration.
FSM: Managing the sequence operations of PTP module. This FSM is shown in
Fig. 6.9. Its state sequences are explained as follows:
State 1. When receiving an active PTP Start signal, PTP waits for SYNC frame
reception. If the SYNC frame is failed to receive, it will move to State 2. Otherwise, it
moves to State 3.
State 2. It moves to State 6.
State 3. If this is the first successful SYNC, that is indicated by the First-
SYNC Success signal, it will move to State 4. Otherwise, it will move to State 5.
State 4. It sends the T1 Stamping Request signal to PTP MESSAGE CHECK
module to stamp the t1 value. Then it will move to State 6.
State 5. It sends the T3 Receive signal to request PTP MESSAGE CHECK
module to extract the timestamped t3 value. Then, it sends the Oset Calculation Request
signal to OFFSET CALCULATION module. It also sends the T1 Stamping Request sig-
nal to PTP MESSAGE CHECK module to stamp the t1 value. This t1 value will be used
for next oset calculation. Then it moves to State 6.
State 6. It waits for DL reception. If the DL frame is successfully received and
its previous SYNC frame is also successfully received, it will send the T0 Receive signal
to request PTP MESSAGE CHECK module to extract the timestamped t0 value. Then, if
it receives PTP Gen Request signal, it will move to State 7. If if it receives an active Con-
trolDuration End signal, it will move to State 1.
State 7. It issues the PTP Tx UL Data Gen signal to the PTP MESSAGE GEN
module to generate the Delay Request message, then sends this message to the MGmodule
of MAC layer. When it receives an active Tx End, it will issue the T2 Stamping Request
signal to PTP MESSAGE GEN module to stamp the t2 value. Then, it moves back to State
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Figure 6.11: Synchronization protocol simulation results of the PTP hardware implemen-
tation between MS and SL 1, in case no transmission error
6. If it receives an active ControlDuration End signal, it will move to State 1.
6.4 Hardware Simulation Results
In order to verify the PTP time synchronization protocol between the MS and SL, a com-
munication system including MS and eight SL is built as Fig. 6.10. This system is similar
to the system, which is shown in Fig. 4.10, except that in this system the PTP modules are
integrated into MS and SLs.
The hardware simulation results of the PTP synchronization protocol between the MS
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and SL 1 are shown in Fig. 6.11. In this simulation, there is no any transmission error.
During the first Control Duration, the values of t0 and t1 are obtained at SL 1 after the DL
reception. Meanwhile, the value of t2 is obtained at SL 1 after the UL transmission. There
is no Oset Calculation Request at the first Control Duration. The value of t3 is obtained
at SL 1 after the SYNC reception at the second Control Duration. At this time, an O-
set Calculation Request signal is issued to calculate the Timing Oset value. Then, the
clock of SL 1 will be calibrated by this Timing Oset value. After calibration, the clocks
between MS and SL 1 are the same. In this hardware simulation, the drift factors on clocks
of MS and SLs are zero and the asymmetric path delays are also removed, thus the Tim-
ing Oset value, which is calculated at the third Control Duration, becomes zero.
The hardware simulation results of the PTP synchronization protocol between the MS
and SL 1 are also shown in Fig. 6.12. But, in this simulation, there is an error at the first UL
transmission of SL1. During the first Control Duration, the values of t0 and t1 are obtained
at SL 1 after the DL reception. Meanwhile, the value of t2 is obtained at SL 1 after the
UL transmission. Since there is an error at the UL transmission of SL1, the value of t2 is
re-obtained at SL 1 after the Re-UL transmission. There is no Oset Calculation Request
at the first Control Duration. The value of t3 is obtained at SL 1 after the SYNC reception at
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the second Control Duration. At this time, an Oset Calculation Request signal is issued
to calculate the Timing Oset value. Then, the clock of SL 1 will be calibrated by this
Timing Oset value. After calibration, the clocks between MS and SL 1 are the same. In
this hardware simulation, the drift factors on clocks of MS and SLs are zero and the asym-
metric path delays are also removed, thus the Timing Oset value, which is calculated at
the third Control Duration, becomes zero.
These simulation results indicate that the operation of the PTP hardware implementa-
tion is exactly the same as the expected operation of our time synchronization protocol.
6.5 Summary
In order to increase the accuracy and reliability of PTP protocol, in this chapter we have
proposed the hardware design architectures with full hardware timestampings at the proper
positions for PTP modules of MS and SL to perform the time synchronization for the
iWLAN system. First, we have proposed the PTP hardware design architectures of the
MS. Then, we have proposed the PTP hardware design architectures of the SL. Finally,
the hardware simulation results have been shown to prove that our hardware designs work
properly.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
7.1 Conclusion
Because of the recognizable advantages of mobilities, reducing cabling, installation, main-
tenance and reconfiguration costs and the danger of breaking cables in the harsh environ-
ments, wireless communications have been promoted for industrial and factory automation,
such as Bluetooth, Zigbee or iPCF techniques. However, due to their non-deterministic and
low speed communications, they are not applicable for the industrial FA control systems.
From the demands of fast and safe wireless communications for industrial FA control sys-
tems, in this thesis we have attempted to present our proposed iWLAN communication
system to meet those demands. Our approaches have focused on two topics.
In the first topic, in order to enhance the throughput of the conventional iPCF, pro-
vided by PROFINET, meanwhile the deterministic communications are still guaranteed,
we have proposed a novel iWLAN MAC communication protocol. The contributions of
this topic include: (1) For fast and safe communications, we have proposed a synchronous
MU round-robin transmission protocol, (2) To reduce the critical overhead caused by the
conventional MU-MIMODL SDMA transmission technique, we have proposed a low over-
head PDMA transmission technique. The numerical and simulation results have indicated
that our approaches increase speed of 100% and 300% throughput compared to the con-
ventional iPCF and SDMA approaches, respectively. Besides, our approaches also provide
lower SER than conventional ones. In particular, the control duration per SL in our iWLAN
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communication is faster than 100 sec. Therefore, our proposed schemes can achieve fast
and safe performance for FA communication systems. In addition, in order to speed up the
processing latency of MAC layer, we propose and design the full-hardware based MAC
communication protocol.
In the second topic, we have focused on the approaches of the time synchronization for
the iWLAN communication system. The iWLAN system, the communications between
MS and SLs are strictly pre-determined and scheduled. Missing the transmission sched-
ule makes the system failed. Therefore, the accuracy of time synchronization protocol is
extremely critical to guarantee the proper functionalities of whole system. If the clocks
of these devices are not synchronized, the transmission errors may occur, then the oper-
ations of whole control system could be failed. From the current time synchronization
techniques, we have found that the PTP technique can provide adequate accuracy with
low cost and non - line of sight for our iWLAN communication system. However, the
conventional PTP technique does not consider the eects of clock drift, thus the accuracy
of the conventional PTP can be improved if those eects are considered. In addition, the
conventional PTP synchronization with four message exchanges is separated with the trans-
missions of the WLAN data, thus the communication overhead of frame headers of these
four message exchanges causes the throughput of the WLAN system slow, especially when
the synchronization period is short. Therefore, conventional PTP message exchanges are
not suitable for the fast iWLAN communication system. In order to enhance the accuracy
of the PTP synchronization for our iWLAN communication system, we have proposed an
approach to remove the drift factor of frequency of crystal oscillators on the MS and SL
clocks without any additional message exchanges added to the conventional PTP protocol.
The simulation results have shown that our approach can improve the synchronization ac-
curacy about 100 nanoseconds as compared with the conventional PTP protocol. Besides,
we have proposed the aggregated transmissions between iWLAN data and PTP messages
to reduce the transmission overheads for the fast iWLAN system. In addition, in order
to increase the accuracy and reliability of PTP protocol, we propose and design the full
hardware timestampings with the proper positions on MAC layer.
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7.2 Future Work
For MAC communication protocol of the iWLAN system, currently we have finished de-
signing and verifying its functions using the hardware simulation. In future, we will verify
this design on the FPGA board. Then, we will integrate the MAC layer to the PHY layer.
For the PTP synchronization protocol of the iWLAN system, currently we have not
considered the eects of the symbol timing synchronization errors on asymmetric path de-
lays. Therefore, we will study to mitigate these eects to further improve the accuracy of
PTP.
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